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Introduction 
 

Hello, my dear Pisces lover!  

 

This is Anna Kovach, and I am here to help you understand your Pisces 

man better and on a deeper level. Yes, I know, he can be quite stubborn 

and complicated at times, but there is nothing that can’t be fixed. Pisces 

men can be amazing boyfriends and husbands; you just have to know 

exactly how to push their buttons.  

 

My name is Anna Kovach and I am a Relationship Astrologer. My step-by-

step astrological guide, Pisces man Secrets, has already helped thousands 

of women like you win the love of that special Pisces man in their life — 

and I hope it can do the same for you. You can learn more about my story 

here and how you too can create a deeper connection with your Pisces 

man. 

 

Don’t give up on him just yet, because I might have the solution to your 

problems! I have many years of experience and I have worked with dozens 

of women that had various problems with their Pisces men. Believe me; 

they’ve gone through all relationship problems and dilemmas you can 

imagine.  

 

But there is a silver lining! Astrology truly can help you solve your 

relationship problems with your Pisces man. Is he being distant or acting 

hot and cold? Are you still not sure where you two stand? What to do when 

you are suspicious of him cheating on you? I’ve gathered all that and many 

more in this collection of questions that my readers have asked me 

throughout these past few years. 

 

https://piscesmansecrets.com/?vtid=piscesm_aquariusw_ms
https://piscesmansecrets.com/?vtid=piscesm_aquariusw_ms


Here you can learn and read from other women facing all sorts of issues 

with their Pisces man. It's like a private confession. It's good when you can 

learn from other people's example and experiences. So I believe you'll 

learn and lot and find an answer to all those questions might come up in 

your relationship with a Pisces man, whether he be your boyfriend or just 

an acquaintance.  

 

 

You, my dear sister Aquarius, are the child of the god of discipline and 

structure, Saturn, which rules your sign in the traditional sense, and 

Uranus, which is your modern ruler. Your way of understanding things, 

your social dynamics, and your innovative spirit are traits that are 

irresistible to all people around you. However, the natal positions of your 

Saturn and Uranus may bring out uncontrolled emotions and a rebellious 

spirit, which are not necessarily negative traits for you personally, but 

sometimes those characteristics can be perceived as negative by some 

people.  

 

You belong to the fixed air element, which means you possess great 

wisdom regarding social interactions, and your high standards are 

unbreakable because they were built on the fire of your inner truth and 

dedication. Your appearance is often very unusual, sometimes weird, and 

you might appear as a very carefree person at first glance. Famous 

Aquarius women include Shakira, Portia de Rossi, Alicia Keys, Jennifer 

Aniston, Jenifer Lewis, and many more extraordinarily talented and 

successful ladies. 

 

The Pisces man is ruled by the planets Jupiter and Neptune in astrology, 

and the sign of Pisces is related to inspiration, arts, deep spiritual insights, 

and emotions, as well as taking care of older people, joining a monastery, 

living in closed or restricted spaces, and even being in jail. The Pisces man 

is sensual, and sometimes he can act in a confused manner, but he is 

always full of pure enthusiasm and good intentions. He may be a bit 



psychologically unstable or overly excited at times, but he is more focused 

on higher goals than the world and people around him. 

Wish you all the luck in the universe!  

 

Anna Kovach 

 

 

 

  



Pisces man Aquarius Woman Compatibility 
 

 

Pisces man in Love 
 

The Pisces man is all about gentle emotions, high morals, and serving 

others in life. This sign is ruled by Jupiter and Neptune in astrology, and 

this is also the placement of great scientists, artists, extraordinary energy 

healers, doctors, biologists, and marine scientists. This is why the Pisces 

man feels the strong need to dive deep into hidden spiritual or scientific 

worlds. 

 

He enjoys strong bonds with people who share interests that are the same 

or similar to his. He values honesty and sacrifices, and he finds his joy in a 

romantic and uplifting love relationship with someone a bit conservative 

who has good organizational skills. 

 

Aquarius Woman in Love 
 

The Aquarius woman is known as a very unusual person. However, when it 

comes to love, this is the area where she finds her heart's desires fulfilled 

through the exchange of information and lots of talking. Her feelings might 

appear to be somewhat shallow in the beginning because she showers the 

person she loves with communication. However, she needs to understand 

and be understood fully to be able to love, too.   

 

Pisces Man/Aquarius Woman in Love 
 

First of all, please understand that men are not psychologically shaped the 

same as women. The common belief is that women are intuitive, but when 



it comes to love, no one can beat a man's intuition. A man will just know 

deep down in his heart if that woman over there is his woman or not. 

Astrology plays a huge part in deciphering this, and only your planetary 

matching can determine whether true love will happen with a particular 

man you have in mind.  

 

All you can do, as a woman, is position yourself in the right location where 

certain types of men can approach you and nothing more. If you want to 

meet quality men, you must choose locations where quality men gather. 

You must look and act your best, and that is all. You cannot convince any 

man to fall in love with you no matter what you do. 

 

Secondly, when you start a romance with a man, bear in mind that men 

won't be able to respect you if they haven't fought for you or earned your 

respect in the first place. So, starting a "friends with benefits" type of 

relationship won't get you where you want to be—a committed 

relationship—because otherwise, having sex with you won't mean anything 

else for him except just having sex. 

 

During the initial stages of your relationship, try to be polite and feminine, 

but show your standards and let him know very clearly the way you want 

to be treated. If he is not so into you, he will leave. But if he is, your high 

standards will help you to fall in love faster and secure real commitment. 

 

Play somewhat hard to get but be easy to be around. Make yourself this 

type of girl and you'll be on the right track. In those beginning stages, limit 

your phone conversations, keep your texting to a minimum, and stay with 

him only for a few hours at a time. This will leave him hungry for you, and 

this will consequently make him commit. 

 



Sex should be the reward for his commitment, and you shouldn't hurry 

with this phase. For some people, intimacy will come after a few dates. For 

others, this will take place after a month or three months, while some 

couples will wait until they get married. And all those situations are fine, 

but you should consider sex to be something he should earn first and not 

something you give to him to make him commit because that strategy will 

never work out in the long run.   

 

He needs to fight for your time, to treat you right from the start, and to 

commit, and only then, when you feel protected by his love and efforts, will 

you open completely — because then you will be able to trust him. 

 

When it comes to compatibility between the Pisces man and the Aquarius 

woman, their relationship can work out well with some significant effort 

from both sides depending on their natal planets, especially their natal 

Jupiter and Saturn. In general terms, he will fill her heart with new 

“outside-the-box” ideas, bring her an increased sense of significance 

regarding her incomes, and give her the deep inner feeling that they will 

build something meaningful and lasting in the future. She will be someone 

who awakens the powerful dreams in his mind and the one he can always 

count on when he craves joy in his life. 

 

Problems stemming from their negative traits may arise in the form of 

some sudden hostility from both of them because his need to dive deeper 

into abstract concepts can be perceived as confusing or trivial for the 

Aquarius woman, and his ideals of a quiet and emotionally controlled lover 

can frustrate her very much from time to time. She should minimize her 

tendency for loud and brisk communication, but he must control his 

moodiness, too. 

 

 



Pisces Man/Aquarius Woman in a Long-Distance 

Love 
 

There are some rare couples who started their marriages as long-distance 

relationships and were aware of that fact to begin with. And there are 

many couples who were separated due to the career or similar pursuits of 

one partner. Inability to see someone in person for prolonged periods of 

time can and will create distance in your hearts. However, there are 

several good strategies to keep the flame of love alive even if you are not 

together. 

 

Keep your communication regular, but don’t overdo it. This means that you 

shouldn’t spend hours on video chats or text messaging because you will 

run out of topics to talk about. Make a plan and stick to it. Arrange your 

online contacts like you would do with your regular dating. 

 

In the first few months, keep conversations to an hour a few times a week 

because those shorter conversations will keep him wanting you more. After 

a while, when you become a part of his life, try to act as you would in real 

life. Install your camera in the kitchen and talk to him while you are 

cooking or baking cakes. 

 

Take him “out” and show him some local attractions and your favorite 

places. Don’t just practice the "love birds" talks because you’ll both get 

easily bored. Instead, show him that you are a real woman with so many 

interesting activities, places, and stories to be told. 

 

If your Pisces man doesn’t speak your language, or the language of your 

communication is not native for one or both of you, try to keep things 

simple. Actions—not words—will help you to establish a proper bond, and 

you should focus on the visual part of your communication. Remember, a 



picture is worth a thousand words, so keep the words simple and easy to 

understand, but show him the world that surrounds you. 

 

And when I say pictures, I don’t mean naked or tempting pictures of you. 

Even if he asks for those types of photographs, refrain from sending 

anything too provocative to him or anyone else because those pictures 

might end up in places you don't want to see yourself. When your 

relationship becomes exclusive and committed, then you will be free to 

send him anything you like, but not before he proves to be worthy of your 

trust and heart. 

 

Online Communication 
 

Social media has become the fastest way to expand your social circle and 

get romantically involved. And no matter which type of Internet platform 

you are using, each one of them can immensely help you to meet many 

new men. Just keep in mind that some of them might not be the ones 

you’re looking for.  

 

First of all, be aware that men can present themselves in a false light. They 

could be married, unavailable, have criminal records, be aggressive, liars, 

frauds and whatever you can imagine. Not all of them, of course, but many 

of them will use the magical mask the Internet can provide for their 

benefit. 

 

As a woman, you have to protect yourself from those types of guys. 

Therefore, you shouldn't reveal your real name — and especially your 

phone number or address — before you get to know the guy a little bit 

more. Then your next task is to find out as much as you can about him 

online before the actual meeting takes place, which means that he will give 

you his real name first. 



 

Try to find everything you can about him online, but sometimes, direct 

questions like “Are you married?” or “Do you have a girlfriend?” can easily 

give you the answers you need. And when your first date is finally set, it 

must be in a public place because you need to feel and to be safe. 

 

There are two major types of frauds you could encounter during the course 

of online communication, and those are pic collectors and online lovers. 

 

Pic collectors don’t want to take you on actual dates, fall in love with you 

or, for heaven’s sake, marry you; they just collect photographs of girls and 

find their thrill in looking at them. This is why you should have two or three 

nice and decent photos on your online profile, including a face pic and full-

body standing and seated shots, and that's enough. If someone contacts 

you and asks for more pictures, you should refuse this and simply move 

on. He is not interested in being with you, he just wants to look at you — 

and that is not your goal. 

 

Also, when it comes to personal photos, resist the desire to send your 

naked or tempting photos to anyone else other than your husband or your 

devoted fiancé. And even in those cases, you have to know that there are 

many hackers out there, and your image might end up on porn websites or 

be used for many other dishonest purposes. So, no matter how strong his 

demands might be, do not send him your naked photos. 

 

Online lovers are guys who need to have fake types of romantic 

relationships, which mean a lot of messages, emails, or video chats... and 

nothing else. When it comes to "real" life, they're nowhere to be seen. And 

like the pic collectors, you should avoid this category of men at any cost 

because your goal is to have a real relationship with a real person.  

 



Remember, as a woman, you are the one who sets the rules for your 

relationship, so keep your power position and don’t get caught in endless 

and fruitless online communication. I know, we women are prone to write 

essays whenever we can, but please don't do it. Keep your written 

communication to a minimum.  

 

Pisces men in general fall for elegant, intelligent, and somewhat 

conservative types of women who are organized and perhaps a bit shy. 

You don't have to spend a fortune to look classy in your photos. Dress with 

style, no matter how inexpensive your clothes are, and keep the sexual 

tension radiating from you without seeming cheap. This way, he will surely 

notice you. Also, your profile description should be short and show your 

good manners, your female kindness, and your zesty wit. 

 

 

Texting/Sexting with a Pisces Man 
 

When it comes to texting, Pisces men are generally not very interested in 

this style of communication, which should serve you just fine because you 

need live interaction! The area of communication for Pisces falls in the sign 

of Taurus, and in terms of astrology, this means that the typical Pisces guy 

will have a short and somewhat conservative style of texting, but he will be 

delighted by unusual and inspiring topics. 

 

First of all, he is the man here, so let him pursue you. Secondly, when you 

get a typical message like “What’s up, baby?” or “How’s it going?” you 

should keep your response short and sweet. The best answers that will 

provoke him to set a date with you are: 

 

“Crazy busy day, but I thought about your sexy 

smile/eyes/face/something…” 



“Baking a cake, thinking of you, wink” 

“Hi handsome, the sky is so beautiful, just like your smile” 

“Freezing day today, but I have this hot soup and your photo in front of me 

to keep me warm, wink”   

 

So, as you can see, your part here is to lift his mood, relate it to his 

marvelous face/body/smile/sense of humor/whatever, and keep it short. 

Your goal is not to spend the whole day texting with him but to make him 

take you on a date. 

 

Save the real conversation for the real meeting, and don't be so eager to 

respond to his messages right away; you have a full life and so much to do 

besides playing with your phone. If he continues to text you, just prolong 

the time of your replies and wait for a proper “can we have a date” text or 

call. 

 

As an Aquarius woman, you should be the one who brings unusual ideas, 

childlike excitement, and a sense of righteousness to his life, and you can 

create some uplifting and teasing texts which will bring joy to him. 

 

When in a committed relationship, feel free to spice up his usual workday 

with: 

 

“Thinking of your sexy lips…” or “Warm soup and hot wife are waiting for 

you to get home.” Again, associate food and sex and he won’t be able to 

resist you. However, save the best part for your actual encounter. 

 

 



Sex and Sextrology 
 

The mind of each man is shaped by his hormones, and as a woman, you 

have to be aware of the fact that a male bonds to a female through 

emotions, while a female bonds to a male through physical contact. This 

means that for him, having sex does not mean he will automatically bond 

with you emotionally. Sex is just sex for men, and it doesn't have to mean 

anything if he doesn't feel something in his heart before this happens.  

 

This is why so many women make the mistake of starting "friends with 

benefits" types of non-committed relationships, which consequently lead to 

many unpleasant situations and often heartbreaks. Just remember, he has 

to fight for your time and attention first to be able to respect you and 

therefore fall in love with you. 

 

When your relationship is emotionally committed and he has shown you his 

devotion and all the essential qualities you seek in a good man, then it’s 

time to reward him… and reward yourself. 

 

Your sexual encounter might happen at his or your place, but you need to 

be aware of some basic things. If he is coming to your home, then keep 

your living space clean and tidy. Refrain from lighting candles all around, 

as you might have been advised in popular magazines. Your passion could 

be sky high, and who knows where your bodies will end up — knocking 

over those candles, burning the bed sheets and so on. Keep it safe and 

forget about the open flames. 

 

Men don’t care about the “romantic atmosphere” at all, but they love to 

watch women’s bodies for sure. Look, I know, we all have different types 

of bodies, and we, women, are full of hidden little fears. Men don’t care 

about the fact that you don’t the perfect body of a model, you are a bit 



overweight, or too skinny, or wrinkled, perhaps you have some scars. They 

do not care about those things at all. All they want is a woman who is hot, 

feels sexy, acts with desire, and loves her own body. If you are looking for 

a magic formula to transform you into a queen of all pleasure, I just gave 

you the main ingredients. 

 

However, as I said, men love to watch the action. So, as hard as it may be 

for you, especially in the beginning, try to leave some lights on in the room 

or have a discreet lamp at the side of your bed.   

 

Speaking of the bed, it should be easily accessible from three sides and 

filled with several smaller pillows. Trust me, you will use those pillows for 

different positions. Also, if your passion glides you down the bed and you 

end up on the floor, some of those pillows can be used to protect your 

knees and elbows. 

 

The nightstand should ideally have at least one drawer where you can keep 

a few condoms. Don't keep them out, and don't keep a huge number of 

them in the drawer because he might think that you use those items 

regularly with many other men. On the top of nightstand, you could keep 

baby oil or massage oil, but keep in mind that men are hairy, and when 

you massage your man, it shouldn’t feel like hair pulling, but rather like 

gentle and exotic caressing. 

 

A few words of caution here. Don't put the oil or Vaseline on condoms 

because this can cause them to break, and always, I mean always, use 

condoms. They are made for protection, and their functions are to prevent 

you from getting pregnant and both of you from contracting sexually 

transmitted diseases. In today's world, condoms are a must, and if he 

claims to have a latex allergy, you might offer him a non-latex condom. 

 



Otherwise, my honest advice is to refuse to have sex with him and let him 

find another girl who would be willing to risk her future for one night of 

pleasure. 

 

The next thing you should have in mind is your hidden “weapons.” Pop 

culture tries to convince us that long, sharp nails and lots of jewelry look 

sexy in bed, which is far from the truth. Your nails should never be too 

long, too pointy, or too sharp because they can be deadly for both of you 

in the midst of the action. The same goes for all sorts of bracelets, 

earrings, or rings. Take everything off and be safe.  

 

For those in committed relationships and marriages, I have to say that you 

need to free your life from all other non-essential activities and keep 

yourself relaxed and ready for sex with your man. Don’t forget that your 

man is the most important person in your life, and if quality sex is 

something he needs regularly, then you should keep him "well fed." 

Organize your life in such a way that you minimize the time you spend at 

home cleaning or doing any other physical tasks and concentrate on 

bedroom pleasures. This will do you good, too!  

 

How much or how often are relative terms, really. For some people, this is 

a few times a year, a month, a week, a day. However, as a woman of taste 

and talents, you should strive to keep your sexual life fresh and exciting. 

So, if your usual routine is three times a week, then you can surprise him 

one afternoon in the kitchen, the next time in the garage, and the third 

time in the hallway. Don't just stick to the bed or to one position. Instead 

of using your creative talents to decorate a cake, try to use them to 

decorate your intimate life, and your man will be thrilled with you forever. 

 

And remember, if your man is working hard to provide for you and protect 

you, then you should keep him nourished and satisfied. No one and 



nothing else should interrupt or ruin your sacred and intimate moments 

with him.    

 

 

Pisces Man Sexually 
 

The Pisces man is an exceptionally sensitive being. Again, the rulers of the 

sign of Pisces are Jupiter and Neptune, and everything related to Pisces 

and those two planets has to be mystical, sensual, and in a constant state 

of flow, especially since the planet Venus rules the area of sex and 

transformation for Pisces, and this area is placed in the sign of Libra. In 

Pisces, Jupiter rules the feet, and in Libra, Venus rules the lower stomach 

and lower back as the lord of the eighth house, so you can imagine how 

much attention to those areas, and also sexy talk and “massage,” means to 

him.  

 

Don’t forget, your voice should be sensual, deep, and relaxing, and keep in 

mind that your Pisces guy loves the “audio” part of sexual intimacy, as well 

as other senses. Your perfume, body lotion, or the smell of your sweat will 

have the power to tame this Fish, and with the proper scent, you will be 

able to make him want you more. 

 

He needs a long, sensual introduction, but the juicier and more surprising 

you can be with him, the more rewards you will get later on because Pisces 

is known for long-lasting, sensual, and unusual performances. 

 

 

Aquarius Woman Sexually 
 



Here's an interesting astrological fact about the Aquarius woman: her 

natural house of sex and transformation falls in the sign of Virgo, which is 

governed by the planet Mercury. This means her intimate life could be very 

versatile depending on the position of her natal Mercury. In any case, she 

will be very open to experimenting with oriental or unusual techniques, 

toys, or even several partners at the same time. 

 

On the other side, her natural house of love falls in the sign of Gemini, 

which is also governed by the planet Mercury. This means that she closely 

relates her emotional and her intimate life, and she expects them to work 

in sync. Most importantly, she needs to be intellectually understood by her 

partner to be able to feel physical attraction. 

 

The Aquarius woman is often perceived as someone who is rather shallow 

with her feelings and perhaps too experienced when it comes to intimate 

pleasures. However, this is far from the truth; this woman has very high 

standards when it comes to love and intimate bonding, and when those 

standards are met, she will perform beyond anyone’s imagination. 

 

 

Pisces Man/Aquarius Woman Sexually 
 

The real quality of sexual experiences between the Pisces man and the 

Aquarius woman will depend on the positions of their natal Mars and 

Venus. The planet Mars is the achiever, the real source of sexual drive and 

action, while Venus will indicate the best ways to pleasure and be 

pleasured. 

 

For the Pisces/Aquarius couple, the chances for experiencing compatible 

pleasure are very high, as his natural house of sex is placed in the sign of 

Libra, and this is the sign of higher knowledge and inspiration for Aquarius. 



And the planets governing their sexual pleasures—Mercury in the case of 

the Aquarius woman and Venus for the Pisces man—will ensure that their 

performances will be variable, passionate, emotional, and sensual. The 

Aquarius woman should take care of her appearance and remember that 

her man loves a feminine—and a bit traditional—type of woman. In time, 

her Fish will show her his surprising and exceptional ways of lovemaking. 

 

 

 

Marriage with the Pisces Man 
 

In astrology and also in life, marriage is seen as somewhat separate from 

pure romance, and this is why the house of love and the house of marriage 

differ in the astrological charts. In many cultures, marriages are still 

arranged by astrologers, relatives, or matchmakers — and don't be fooled 

by the term "arranged" because those unions can last much longer and be 

much more harmonious than marriages based on love alone. 

 

Marriage is like funding a company with two business partners, growing it 

and profiting in the form of children and properties. Heightened feelings 

like “falling in love” can be present, but they are not obligatory. Creating 

love that will be a lasting feeling of devotion and sharing the same or 

similar values is what a good marriage is made of. 

 

If you are a grown-up girl, please forget about fairy tales and their endings 

with their cliché: "…and they lived happily ever after." Life is not about 

"happily ever after" because we are all born here on this planet to gain 

new experiences and to learn karmic lessons. 

 



You know, the planet Saturn, an exceptionally important but also 

challenging planet, exalts (or is strongest) in the sign of Libra, the natural 

house of marriage in the horoscope. This is because it can be fairly easy to 

live as a lonely monk at the top of the mountain, meditate, and feel close 

to the One. But try to be close to the One while you're making dinner for 

your husband, while the baby is crying, the other child is a making a mess, 

and your boss is calling you because he needs that report very urgently. 

 

This is the whole glory of the marriage and “down-to-Earth” obligations. If 

you can perform your daily duties and still feel close to the One, then you 

are a truly fulfilled spiritual being. In the same manner, true and lasting 

love based upon mutual respect and understanding is built between two 

partners. 

 

 

Pisces Man in Marriage  
 

His house of marriage is placed in the sign of Virgo, and this means that he 

expects his wife to be very organized, to be kind, to keep up a proper 

appearance, and to be emotionally attached and logical when it comes to 

raising children and maintaining assets. The tangible things they create 

together in marriage, like assets and progeny, are not a high priority for 

this man, but he will unconsciously look for someone who can offer 

something he doesn’t have, like strong will and determination—someone 

who can handle “real life” better than he does. 

 

 

Aquarius Woman in Marriage 
 



Her natural house of marriage falls in the sign of Leo, and she needs to be 

completely mesmerized by her partner. Due to the fact that the Sun 

governs her house of marriage, but the Sun is always placed in the house 

of her personality, she will unconsciously seek a partner who mirrors her 

inner world. Her husband needs to be someone just like her but stronger, 

better, and more successful, and this dream might mislead her many times 

before she finds the one who is truly destined for her. 

 

 

Pisces Man/Aquarius Woman Marriage 
 

This union can function well if both partners are willing and able to adjust 

to each other’s needs and visions for the future—and put in the effort. She 

may feel challenged in regard to his entrepreneurial skills and try to 

improve their finances using his personality for her own financial goals. He 

will give her enough space to spice up their relationship, but she will have 

to be aware that the Pisces man doesn't like a rebellious wife at home. If 

she can prioritize their marriage and be feminine and logical, this bond can 

last for a lifetime. 

 

 

 

Sugaring the Pisces Man  
 

Let’s be honest with this one. I don’t have anything against sugaring if this 

is your chosen path. For those who don’t know exactly what I’m talking 

about, "sugaring" is the form of romantic relationship where a sugar daddy 

or a sugar mama takes care of a sugar baby. In most cases, this 

relationship involves a sugar daddy, a successful and affluent man who 

takes financial care of his girlfriend, the sugar baby. She may or may not 

be much younger than him, but she is surely in a worse financial situation. 



 

Also, it’s in the core of every woman, in her biology, to seek a man who 

will take good care of her, and therefore, he will take good care of her 

(and his) future children. There is nothing to be ashamed of when 

someone calls you a "gold-digger" because leveling up your appearance, 

your education, and your skills in order to have a great life with a 

successful man is a very positive and surely not negative trait. 

 

Don’t forget that every girl wants to be married or in a committed 

relationship with a loving, responsible, dedicated, and, yes, prosperous 

guy. And no matter what negative comments you might hear from 

irresponsible and unsuccessful guys who just want to use you for a while, 

you should stick to your plan to build a happy and carefree future. And this 

rule applies to all the smart ladies, not just sugar babies. 

 

The smart sugar babies use the money they receive from their partners to 

invest in their education, savings accounts, business startups, or even 

properties. And not-so-smart sugar babies invest this money solely into 

designer bags, shoes and clothes, beauty treatments and so on. If you are 

a sugar baby, be a smart baby and think about your future. You are with 

him mainly for financial reasons, so try to educate yourself in business 

matters, and that way you’ll end up an affluent woman yourself. 

 

The main goal of each sugar baby is to marry a rich guy and never have to 

worry about tomorrow, but there are several categories of rich guys, and 

you should be aware of their differences. There are the “new rich” men, 

the guys who made their fortune fast and now they are looking for trophy 

girls to hang out with for a little while. Those guys will offer you frequent 

travel and lots of gifts, but you will never be sure how long they will be 

interested in you.  

 



The "old money” type of guys won’t be as receptive to sugaring 

relationships at all, and if your goal is to break into this world, you will 

have to play on the cards of your education, uniqueness, and genuine 

gentleness. Your chances will be small, but it's not impossible. 

 

The "big” guys or extremely rich guys are accessible, but the general 

trouble with them is that they are usually married and don’t want to risk 

their marital reputation and huge amounts of money for divorce 

settlements just because you appeared in their lives. If you achieve a 

sugaring type of deal with the big player, then keep in mind that you'll be 

treated like a side mistress, and in those cases, as a sugar baby, you 

should invest the money he gives you wisely and also use his social 

connections to get to other affluent men and maybe find an appropriate 

husband one day. 

 

Let’s take a look at the best tactics you can use in this particular case. 

 

 

Pisces Man as a Sugar Daddy 
  

Pisces men are very shy sugar daddies. They love to act like they are 

unimpressed by luxury, but this same luxury becomes an integral part of 

their lives, and excellence and beauty are also necessary ingredients to 

their successful upscaling. At the same time, each Pisces guy will be aware 

that things are not always as they seem, and deep down inside he’ll know 

the real value of each item or person he “possesses.” On the other side, he 

will dream and work on building his own kingdom, loving the idea that he 

will be filthy rich one day. Having a shrewd and beautiful girl at his side will 

match up with those plans perfectly. 

 

 



Aquarius Woman as a Sugar Baby 
 

The Aquarius woman possesses the qualities of an unusual and carefree 

person at first glance, and these qualities can translate into her being seen 

as somewhat hard to get in men's eyes. This is nothing negative, I must 

say, because this “hard to get” attitude will, in most cases, inspire men to 

fight for her time and emotions harder than they would for any other 

woman. However, the Aquarius woman shouldn’t talk too much, and she 

should limit her “lecturing”—she must learn how to listen more in order to 

influence her sugar daddy better. Once she enters into this world of luxury 

and power, she will have to learn the hard rules of the game of power, and 

when she does, she will be able to create a strong platform on which to 

create her own business.   

 

She needs to recognize that she is prone to becoming very annoyed by 

having to act submissively much of the time, and she must keep in mind 

that men are not stupid, especially rich and successful men; they might 

sense this rebellious spirit in her and discard her immediately. 

 

 

Sugaring Pisces Man When You Are an Aquarius 

Woman 
 

Being with a rich daddy is very tempting in terms of material security for 

any Aquarius lady. However, these two astrological signs don’t match up so 

well in terms of sugaring. And the most important factor that can make or 

break their relationship is their need for power. 

 

The Aquarius woman is not a perfect model sugar baby, and she knows 

that. Her inner need to express her personal thoughts about everything, 



such as her anger with the existing political or economic systems, for 

example, might lead her astray from achieving a great life filled with 

travels, lack of worry when it comes to paying the bills, and, of course, 

launching her own business venture. Even if she understands everything 

material support can give her, in addition to having a loving man by her 

side, she could still carry on with her own "revolutionary" habits.   

 

However, in time and with a little practice, she will learn how to adapt and 

focus on the major goal in front of her. But the real danger for an Aquarius 

woman here is the fact that she will be so tempted to fight for power. She 

may not be able to resist, and in that case, she will stick her nose into his 

business deals and networks. And instead of using those connections to 

build her own network of associates, she might make the mistake of 

preaching her own convictions. 

 

Just remember, your goal as an Aquarius sugar baby is to ensure your 

financial situation, to finish your education, or to start your own business, 

and someone has to pay for it. With that in mind, you should treat your 

sugar daddy with respect, like you would do with any man who loves you 

and respects your needs. There is nothing wrong with a man paying your 

bills, but at the very least, you should give him your gratitude in return. 

You should dress up and level up your looks to match up to his 

expectations. Your skirts shouldn’t be too short, and your whole 

appearance must radiate elegance and refinement.  

 

In the beginning stages of your relationship with your sugar daddy, try to 

be more active and choose your words carefully while you are texting. Your 

first meeting has to be in a public place so you can get to know him better, 

and this first date should take the form of a shorter (two hours max) 

friendly talk. If he insists, he can take you on a dinner date, but you will 

have to let him invite you first. 

 



Also, he might test you to see where your little flaws are when it comes to 

manners, but remember: once a lady, always a lady. Behave with class 

even if he is a jerk. You don't have to stay with him or make the 

arrangement; all you have to do is be polite and walk away if things don't 

seem right. 

 

During the second date, you should discuss the terms of your arrangement 

but in a very feminine way. Sugar daddies are excellent negotiators, and if 

he refuses to clearly state the ways and the amounts he is willing to pay 

for you, then he is plainly a fraud, and you will, again, politely walk away. 

 

If you determine you are dealing with a true sugar daddy, you will state 

that you will need some weekly or monthly funds for your leveling-up and 

beauty treatments, and also that you need some time to get to know him 

better before you become intimate. In this way, he will attach to you 

emotionally, and you will secure him from running away the moment he 

gets you into bed. 

 

Be a smart girl; don’t squander all the money you are receiving from him 

on clothes, shoes, or nails. The general rule is to spend around thirty 

percent of your allowances on those things, including your living expenses, 

and to leave the rest in a savings, educational, or business fund. 

 

As an Aquarius woman, you should add a pinch of your innate superior 

intelligence, sense of goodness, and perfect appearance into the life of 

your Pisces sugar daddy, but you should be careful not to overdo it. He will 

love you for your energy and beauty, but please keep in mind, he will leave 

you the moment you start acting like a self-proclaimed prophet or you 

show flaws when it comes to your manners. 

 



Relationship Problems with the Pisces Man 
 

There are two main reasons for relationship problems in general. Either it’s 

him, or it's you. If he creates those problems, then this means that he 

might be interested in someone new, he wasn’t so into you right from the 

start, or he has to deal with the other situations in his life, like challenging 

career issues, his family, friends, or monetary matters. On the other side, if 

you are the reason, then it’s clear, for him at least, that he has other 

expectations regarding your relationship and he’s not getting the right 

behavior or response from you. 

 

You have to be aware of the fact that no matter what sign your partner is, 

his natal chart will reveal if he is prone to cheating or instability when it 

comes to relationships. If in his astrological chart he has tension between 

his natal Venus and Uranus, Neptune, or Saturn, this will mean that you’ll 

have to accept him as he is — a cheating, emotionally unavailable, or cold 

man — or you will simply have to move on and find your happiness 

elsewhere. 

 

During my private readings when I’m dealing with compatibility issues and 

forecasts, I usually look first at those challenging planetary aspects in the 

chart and also whether a couple's mutual aspects produce the same or 

similar situations. For instance, a man can be an obvious cheater if his 

natal Venus is in a tense (a square) aspect with his natal Neptune. 

 

This means that he won’t be able to resist temptation, and for some ladies, 

that is fine because as long as she holds the special emotional place in his 

life, or better still, she is his wife, he is free to sleep with anyone else. For 

other ladies, this is a serious crime. So, a private and precise reading can 

reveal important traits in him and in your relationship, too. 

 



One of my clients, let's call her Sally (not her real name), had a history of 

long and frustrating experiences with all sorts of unavailable, immature, 

disappearing and reappearing types of guys until we first met. My personal 

consultation revealed to her that she had been looking for love in all the 

wrong places and that when the time is right, and I gave her the exact 

time frame, she should be there, doing this… And she should be open to a 

very honest, hard-working, and successful man. And so it was. 

 

Later on, she called me to thank me because during that first meeting with 

this man she felt bored, but she still remembered my advice and gave him 

a chance. And thank heavens, she is now happily married, with children, 

and living a luxurious life. 

 

But let’s get back to our relationships problems. There are players, and 

there are the real players. 

 

Even if the man is in his “player phase” of life, which means that he still 

thinks he’s not ready for anything serious, you still have the power to 

create a strong attraction and to bond him to you for a lifetime, but this 

also means that your natal charts have to match well, and you must learn 

how to act properly from the beginning. 

 

Bad signs usually include his lack of communication for a few days, the 

way he treats or mistreats you — like going cold, humiliating you, or 

perhaps insulting you (or, for heaven’s sake, hitting or beating you) — or 

playing games, like disappearing for some time and then reappearing all of 

a sudden and wanting to meet you straight away, or worse, wanting you to 

come to his place in the next hour. 

 

All those issues have their root cause in the very early stages of your 

bonding. You have to be clear inside yourself what kind of man you are 



looking for. If you dream about his, let’s say, big blue eyes, wide 

shoulders, tattoos, or designer shoes or clothes, you are heading straight 

toward a relationship nightmare. 

 

However, if you are looking for a dependable type of guy, someone with a 

pure heart, big brain, and yes, big balls, then the outcome of your future 

will be so much better. As a woman, you are the one to set the rules for 

your relationship, and the only thing you have to be is yourself, a valuable, 

happy woman. Improving yourself is far more important than trying to 

patch a broken relationship once you both realize things are not advancing. 

Show yourself in the best light, but be your best for yourself first, and then 

he will be able to respect you and, consequently, love you. 

 

If you set the rules right from the start and make it clear that he must put 

in some effort to get to you, but he has an enjoyable time while he is with 

you, then you'll earn his respect. Also, don't cope with the things you don't 

like; be clear but nice and polite expressing the ways you want to be 

treated. This will either make him leave very fast because he'll see that you 

are not an easy woman, or he will try to meet your standards. In either 

case, you won't waste your time with the wrong man.   

 

 

How to Improve Your Relationship with the Pisces 

Man 
 

The universal “cure-all” is to keep yourself busy, get a life, and find your 

own joy! If you were a man, wouldn’t you feel great fear of a woman who 

is chasing you, who is needy, who creates drama all the time, and who is 

not able to organize her life without you?  

 



You see, men will appreciate, respect, and eventually love the women who 

are perceived as rewards. And to be a “reward” in his mind or a valuable 

woman in his life, you will have to gain some skills, not just level-up your 

appearance, although that counts, too. So, you will take care of your good 

looks and healthy habits when it comes to nutrition, exercise, and sleep. 

 

Then you will prove yourself as a capable woman while you are working. 

And it really doesn’t matter whether you work in a corporative 

environment, sell vegetables at a farmers market, or make cakes in your 

own home. Whatever you do, you will do it with knowledge, skill, and 

passion. These are just basic things you need to do to organize your life 

and start valuing yourself more so others can value you more, too. 

 

The next thing you must do is the real leveling-up. As you would start 

choosing your clothes, bags, or shoes to make you look more elegant, you 

must choose your friends and activities in the same manner. Remember, 

the information we receive and the people we associate with determine our 

future. Pull back slowly from the people who are just stealing your time 

and energy and don’t have anything new to offer you. 

 

Engage in some uplifting activities such as dance classes, martial arts, 

cooking, acting, continuing education, hiking, cycling, or joining the local 

church choir — anything that comes to your mind that will bring new and 

quality people into your life. You will surely become friends with those 

people while you are learning something new together. And let's be 

honest, some great, good, and even rich men can be met during those 

kinds of activities. 

 

As a woman, as your sister, I have to recommend dance classes for several 

reasons. First of all, dance is the essence of each woman. It heals all, it 

lifts your mood, and it shapes your mind. Secondly, dancers always dress 



nice, they have their hair and makeup done, and their shoes and 

accessories are cute and glittery. 

 

It's not just the fact that the man wants to dance with the woman; he 

wants to rest his eyes on something beautiful, and dancing ladies know 

this fact for sure. Thirdly, your body and overall health will be better. And 

the most important thing, while the music lasts, for those few minutes, you 

will be able to sense the man you are dancing with like you are married to 

him. 

 

The more men you dance with, the more easily you will be able to collect 

information and gain knowledge about them — just like you would if you 

were married to them all. And this will give you a whole new perspective 

about life and love. Also, it will keep you busy. 

 

So what was that problem you had with your man, again? He doesn’t call 

or text for days? Your remedy is to get busy and start something new. 

When he senses that you are not dependent on him anymore, either he 

will start to fight for your time and attention, or he will leave. If he leaves 

you, you should know that this was his plan in the first place, and now you 

have so many new options and new men who could be better for your 

future. 

 

If he eventually calls and asks what is going on with you, in a polite but 

firm way, tell him that you won't commit to someone who is not reliable or 

trustworthy, and don't elaborate on this subject further. Then he will either 

correct his actions or, yes, disappear, opening the space for you to meet 

someone who will be much more reliable after all. 

 

He won't commit? There is a general rule when it comes to men (and I 

mean men, not boys). When a man is in a relationship, it usually takes him 



about one year to propose you. This can range from six months up to two 

years, but in this time frame, you should get the ring. 

 

I have so many desperate clients who are repeating the same story, so 

please don't be one of them. All those wonderful but naive ladies spend 

several years of their lives investing their time and emotions with men who 

are just not "sure" where the relationship is going. And as a rule, after five, 

six, or more years, these guys leave them, only to get married a few 

months down the road to some new girl. 

 

Please don't make such a mistake. If he doesn't know "where things are 

going" or is he "not ready for something serious,” then you must translate 

those words to mean, “you are very nice, but I’m not in love with you, and 

until I find the woman of my dreams, I will be with you because I can get 

free sex, friendship, attention, and food.” 

 

Don’t wait for him to leave you; tell him in simple but always feminine style 

that you want to get married, and if he still needs some time to “think” 

about it, he will have all the time in the world when you are dating 

someone new. In many cases, this is the fastest way to make him commit 

because he will realize his loss after all. 

 

You don’t know what’s in his head, or you can’t make him “open up”? In 

this case, I have to be very honest with you. There is nothing else inside 

the head of a man that you can't see outside from his behavior. Men are 

simple creatures. If he sticks with you, treats you fine, and you can rely on 

him, then he is in love, and that’s it. There are no complicated philosophies 

behind his actions, and his actions tell you everything you need to know 

regarding your relationship. His actions, not his words.    

 



However, if your relationship is advancing well — which doesn’t mean that 

he fulfills every wish you have, but he respects you, and you share similar 

values regarding your mutual future, and he also tries to build a kingdom 

just for you and your future family — then everything is perfect. If you still 

have the time to ask yourself what’s in his head, then you have too much 

time at your disposal. Read the above advice on how to get yourself busy 

and become a woman of great value, and this will help you to forget those 

types of questions. 

 

He hits or beats you? What!? Run, darling, as far as you can from him. A 

real man would never harm a woman, never. If a woman acts bitchy or 

hurts him, he will then leave her, but he will never ever hit her. Truth to be 

told, in my opinion, ladies are to blame for those experiences. A strong-

minded, emotionally stable woman would never bond with an aggressive 

guy, especially one who is aggressive toward women but acts like a coward 

with men. 

 

These things happen to emotionally weak women who are frequently a 

good match for tyrants. The first hit will never be the last, no matter what 

he promises after he knocks you out or breaks your ribs, and you should 

know that you are responsible for your safety and safety of your children. 

 

 

Pisces Man Breakup 
 

The Pisces man will leave you only if he has fallen madly in love with 

someone else, which means he wasn’t truly in love with you in the first 

place. However, those situations are rare, and you can expect these types 

of experiences to happen when he is in his younger years. In his more 

mature stages, he will leave if he perceives you as someone who is 

destructive or you treat him with no respect at all. 



 

If he is the one who is left, he will be very hurt for a long time. However, 

he will always remember this episode in his life as a great lesson and do 

everything he can to avoid repeating it. It will take him a substantial time 

to recover, and he will always carry this painful episode deep in his heart. 

 

 

Aquarius Woman Breakup 
 

The natural house of love for the Aquarius girl falls in the sign of Gemini. 

This position creates her need for variety and playfulness. She longs for a 

partner who can thrill her with his adventurous spirit, wide range of 

knowledge, great verbal skills, and childlike sense of joy. If this is lacking, 

she will leave first and fast, but she will always feel like her dreams have 

been betrayed. If she is the one who is left behind, she will tend to create 

all sorts of drama or hold on to negative emotions for too long. And until 

she gets her justice, at least in the form of a public proclamation about the 

whole issue, she won’t be able to move on. 

 

In the case of her marriage, because her spouse is characterized through 

the sign of Leo, she will feel betrayed and will have no tangible reason to 

keep her marriage going if her husband fails to be the ultimate ruler or to 

be devoted to their mutual goals.  

 

 

Pisces Man and Aquarius Woman Breakup 
 

Their separation can be anything but peaceful. The danger present here is 

the fact that she will create a great mess, mostly because she will sense 

that her finances and properties are at great risk, while he will try to keep 



everything private, fearing for his reputation and his heart the most. 

Fighting over assets, mostly properties and children, will plague their 

divorce if they were married. She will tend to engage the public in this 

process, and he might never fully recover, especially in the financial sense. 

 

A word of advice here: try to be rational and peaceful, and you will end the 

relationship in the best possible way. If this includes official divorce 

proceedings, a business-like approach will secure you enough assets.   

 

 

 

2021 Astrology Predictions  
 

Pisces Man  
 

The planet Neptune will still reside in Pisces’ own sign during this whole 

year and for some time to come, and this will increase his desire to dream. 

He will be more susceptible to addictions or delusional thinking.  

 

Although he will have to suddenly wake up and recognize some issues 

surrounding his home, family life, or career during the whole of January 

and February, he will try to avoid any type of confrontation or resolution 

for his urgent problems. 

 

March and April will find him still struggling over those issues, but this will 

also be the time for an increase in incomes and a new romance, though 

the relationship is unlikely to be a happy one.  

 



May and June will again unearth previous issues, and he will likely move or 

start making plans to do so. 

 

June and September will be the best months for love, but due to the 

presence of the planet Neptune in his own sign, he will be in love with the 

idea of love more than the person, or he will fall for some unattainable 

fantasy figure. When it comes to real relationships, he will truly be 

confused, and in many cases, he will subconsciously ruin any chance of 

achieving stability and honesty. 

 

The autumn months will be marked by stillness and keeping a low profile, 

but then he will be challenged in the area of his career during November 

and December.  

 

An authority figure will force him to reckon with past misdeeds, and the 

results will most likely be very disappointing.  

 

In general terms, the most changes will take place in his home, regarding 

his parents or property, and his career. And everything else will simply be 

too overwhelming for him, so he will try to pull back from all complicated 

scenarios. 

 

Aquarius Woman 
 

This year will be all about you, whether you want this or not.  

 

The planets Jupiter and Saturn in your own sign will bless you with many 

glorious ideas, tremendous discipline, and perseverance. You may become 

more mature in your looks, but also more beautiful. 

 



The very beginning of the year will create all sorts of chaos regarding your 

home, properties, legal issues, and even some troubles with parents, 

especially your mother.  

 

In the same time frame, you will fall or be in love with someone totally 

unusual, and this romance has equal chances of surviving or failing during 

the storms of yearly planetary dynamism. 

 

A major warning is in order regarding your home or properties or your 

mother figure, and this is due to negative Uranus's effects. You should 

thoroughly check the electricity in your home, especially the kitchen, and 

you should remind your mother or mother figure to seek regular medical 

check-ups because her heart or neurology could encounter some issues.  

 

Everything will become stable and a bit more peaceful around April, but late 

May and the upcoming solar eclipse will bring you sudden changes in your 

love life or something urgent related to your children.  

 

June will find you obsessed with work. 

 

For the whole of July and August, you will be focused on your marriage if 

you are married, or on some sort of business deal if not. This energy will 

drain you; you will first feel stimulated, then annoyed, then exhausted.  

 

Many disputes are foreseen between you and your romantic or business 

partner this summer, and things could be a bit more complicated in August 

with the same person or people, but over financial issues this time. 

 

October will finally bring you some inspiration and a renewal of energy, and 

you will seek some type of additional education. You will be determined and 

reach your goal. 

 

November and December will be marked with some complications regarding 

your career, and you might find that people don’t value your ideas and views 

as much as you desire. The same energies will project on your love life, too.  



Get to know your Pisces man 
Understanding the way a Pisces man’s brain functions 

 

 

Each zodiac sign is specific for the way they appear to other, the way they 

interact in their relationships and the way they develop their deepest 

emotions.  

If you want to keep your Pisces guy, date him, or make him commit to 

you, then you need to understand him deeply. Only this way will you be 

able to maintain a successful relationship that will keep both of you happy 

and satisfied. 

This part of the Love compatibility guide is aimed to help you have a 

deeper look at how he is as a person. It will teach you what to do in the 

most common situations as well as what kind of behavior will draw him in.  

Last, but not least, I will share with you most frequent questions my clients 

asked about Pisces men as well as the specific answers for each of these.  

Prepare to unfold the mystery around your Pisces man’s world and reveal 

secrets about him you won’t be able to find elsewhere.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Attracting a Pisces Man  

 

I’m sure you’ve seen plenty of other articles on how to attract a Pisces 

man. However, there may be a few things that you aren’t aware of that 

may surprise you when it comes to this tender hearted guy. Keep reading 

on some really helpful thoughts on how to draw in the Pisces man. 

 

Be Loud and Proud 

 

Ok you really don’t have to be loud but definitely let the Pisces guy know 

you like him. How is he ever going to know if you don’t speak up? They 

aren’t the type of men that chase women. 

 

There are some few Pisces type guys that may be a little different but most 

of them tend to only want to be with women who have let them know they 

are interested in him. 

 

He will be more inclined to look at you and talk to you more if you let him 

know you would like to get to know him more or find him really appealing. 

In fact, he may be a bit oblivious until you say something. 

 

There is also a chance that if you’ve known him for awhile but never 

actually let him know you have a thing for him but you suddenly do, he 

may admit that he always thought you were cute but never said anything. 

 

He wants to pursue a woman that he knows will be receptive to him. In 

this way he’s much like a Taurus man. He doesn’t want to waste time or 

energy without knowing for sure that a woman digs him. 



 

Don’t be afraid to be bold and hit on him. Tell him you think he’s cute, has 

great style, or that in some way he appeals to you. He’ll be really happy 

you did and if he feels the same about you, he’ll certainly let you know 

 

Pisces man isn’t one to beat around the bush so if you tell him “I like you”, 

if he feels like you do, he will tell you “I like you too”. From there, things 

should take off quite well. 

 

Although there may still be a shy Pisces man who is afraid to ask you out 

so go ahead and take some initiative. Ask him to go have a coffee or ice 

cream with you. Make it something out in public and something that would 

allow you two to talk. 

 

I will warn you that if you suggest “Netflix and Chill”, he may take that to 

mean that you’re into being friends with benefits and probably isn’t the 

best thing to suggest if you want more. Be very clear! 

 

Appeal to His Ability to Dream 

 

When you get to sit down and talk to a Pisces, ask him what his dreams 

and goals are in life. He’ll be all too happy to tell you and it’s likely he’ll ask 

you about your own. 

 

The Pisces man likely  has lots of dreams and life desires to talk about with 

you but he will want a woman who has some of her own and some that 

can be shared together as a couple for the future. 

 



When you talk about things you fantasize doing in the future, he’ll love it! 

Talk about your successes with him as he loves a woman who is driven in 

what she does. 

 

At some point when he’s excited enough about you, you’ll notice that he 

starts to include you in future plans. Then you know you’ve landed this 

guy. Pay attention because it’s really important to notice when he starts 

integrating you into his life. 

 

It will be even better if you’re the type to actually take steps toward your 

goal and inspire him to do the same. Hearing a woman talk about her 

dreams versus a woman who goes after hers will impress him. 

 

He wants a partner that will inspire him to live his dreams and make it a 

reality. He has the ability to do it but he lacks grounding and fortitude. The 

right woman will help push him in the right direction. 

 

Independently Romantic 

 

I know it sounds like a weird combination but stick with me for a minute. 

Pisces men are incredibly romantic and will respond well to a woman who 

is also this way. 

 

Try to sweep him off his feet with poems, songs, or saying romantic things 

to him. Sending him text messages or messages via social media that are 

sweet, thoughtful, and considerate will get his attention. 

 



When I bring up independent, I mean that you have to play the game. 

Romance the heck out of him but also make sure you’re not always 

available for him. Pisces men can be rather strange at times. 

 

He loves spending time with the woman he’s into but he also likes to have 

solitude time as well. That being said, it’s a great idea to romance him and 

get him into you but make sure you have other things going on too. 

 

I don’t mean date around. What I mean by not being available is by 

making some plans with him but also making plans of your own that do not 

involve him. You can do this with friends, co-workers, or even family. 

 

Even if you want to spend time totally alone then do that. Schedule it. 

When he wants to have all your time, be sure you don’t allow him to. This 

IS the part where he will chase. 

 

If he suggests going out in the upcoming weekend tell him yes. The next 

weekend, be sure you have plans with other friends or whomever you want 

to spend time with. This way he knows you have a life outside of him. 

 

This independence will turn him on and make him want to hound you to 

spend more time with him. Keep this up for as long as you can until the 

two of you are deeply in love and in a relationship. 

 

 

 

 



When A Pisces Man Is Into You  

 

Are you just drooling over a Pisces man who you cannot stop thinking 

about? He’s always nice to you but is that just who he is or is he actually 

into you? Keep reading for some easy things to look for to determine signs 

a Pisces man is into you. 

 

Bubbly and Attentive 

 

Whether it’s in person or on the phone; if the Pisces man likes you; he’ll 

likely be very flirty and bubbly. He’ll want to ask you a lot of questions 

about yourself and attempt to make you feel comfortable with him. 

 

He’ll likely throw you lots of compliments and try to make you blush. This is 

his way of letting you know that he perhaps wants to be more than just 

friends. When it’s just the friend zone; you’ll find him a little more 

reserved. 

 

Pisces man is a flirt but he won’t let it go too far with someone he’s not 

actually interested in being something more with. Of course if he’s trying to 

have sex with you without strings attached, he’ll probably try to go for 

that. 

 

That being the case; he’ll probably let you know upfront what he’s after. 

However; when he likes you authentically; he’ll make it very well known 

and will make sure you feel the connection with him. 

 



This isn’t the type of guy that will play hard to get. So if you find you’ve hit 

a brick wall, he’s only into friendship. If he lets you in and wants to get 

closer; he wants more than friendship. 

 

Very Youthful When Around You 

 

This guy gets so excited to see you that he can rather come off as a 

teenage boy who has butterflies in his stomach. It’s actually very endearing 

when you see it because you probably haven’t seen this since high school. 

 

I mentioned before that he’s bubbly and hyper when he’s around you if he 

likes you. Again, if he only wants to be friends; he will be low key and not 

all that jazzed. He’ll be just like he is with any other friend really. 

 

He may make silly jokes, poke at your ribs, or pull on your hair a little. Not 

to hurt you but to act like that boy who likes you type of thing. It’s like a 

trip through memory lane of when boys didn’t properly know how to 

express their like. 

 

He can but he just get so giddy that it’s hard for him to compose himself 

and act like a regular man who has an interest in a beautiful woman. He’ll 

get past the nervousness though and will start being more flirty in an adult 

way. 

 

When you see him make a goof of himself; know that it’s because he’s 

nervous out of the like he feels for you. This is a good thing. It’s an 

indicator that he isn’t leaving you in the friend zone. 

 

Talks About His Dreams and Desires 



 

While Pisces men may talk to their friends about the type of future they 

want; they will not be as descriptive as they can be. With friends he only 

lets them in so much then figures they don’t need to know more. 

 

If he is into you; he’s going to start opening up to you and talking about 

what he wants out of life with greater detail. He basically wants to tell you 

what he wants so that you can chime in with what you want. 

 

He also wants you to know what you’re in for if you keep going forward 

with him. Dreaming is VERY important to the Pisces man and he’d like a 

woman that will dream and grow with him in life. 

 

So when he starts talking about what all he wants to do in his life; you 

should probably go ahead and share some of what you want with yours. 

This will help a bond start to form between you. 

 

As a friend, he will limit the conversation if he brings it up at all really. If 

he’s opening up to you, he’s definitely feeling things for you and you 

should totally go for it! 

 

Aggressive Flirts 

 

When a Pisces man really wants to be with you, his flirting will come across 

a bit more sexual but somehow instead of finding it dirty; you’ll find him 

irresistible and this is how he’s able to ensure that you understand what he 

wants. 

 



When he does this; you’ll need to let him know that you’re not into just 

sleeping around. That way he doesn’t get the impression you’re alright with 

“friends with benefits” as that typically goes nowhere. 

 

If you’re still into him after that conversation; flirt back with him. If he only 

wants to be friends with you; he will let you know. He isn’t going to play 

games or mislead you. 

 

In the case that he hasn’t been really clear; simply ask him what he’s after 

and he’ll likely be very honest. If he tells you that he likes you and wants 

to get to know you better; go with that. 

 

Clearly if he tells you he only wants to get to know you and occasionally 

have sex then he’s not after a relationship. You will need to decide what 

you want with him. Do you want a friends with benefit situation or do you 

want more? 

 

Don’t settle for what he’s offering if it isn’t a relationship that you want. If 

you do settle; you’ll end up hurt later on when he has sex with you and 

then finds someone else to move on with. Be very careful! 

 

Pisces is pretty clear on whether he wants to be friends or if he’s really 

into. He will take the time and show you that he’s interested in who you 

are and what type of situation you two could work for. 

 

Understanding a Pisces Man  
 



What is it about that Pisces man that has so many women confused? He 

reads so hot and then sometimes very cold. Why does he act the way he 

does? Keep reading for some help to understanding a Pisces man. 

 

Head in The Clouds 

 

The Pisces man is known for being quite a proficient dreamer. This means 

he spends a great deal of time spacing off and day dreaming about what 

he wants, what he thinks he can get, and where he wants to be. 

 

This can cause conflict in a relationship because he’ll seem cold, distant, 

callous, or uncaring when he’s like this. He doesn’t mean to be this way but 

he has to have time and space to do this otherwise he won’t feel normal. 

 

He may space off texts or phone calls because his head is somewhere else. 

He may not be trying to ignore you but it sure seems that way when you 

know he’s at home on a Friday night not doing much yet doesn’t respond. 

 

This is what makes women start to doubt their Pisces man’s love for them. 

It’s understandable but if you really get to know him, then you’ll 

understand that he can be a bit of a space case. 

 

If you know he loves you and he otherwise treats you like gold, then try to 

remember that when you feel he’s being distant or not giving you enough 

attention. 

 

Dreams allow him to toss around great ideas that can become goals. When 

he makes goals, he’ll eventually act on these goals then become 

successful. There is a process with this guy. 



 

Then again, there are other times where he’ll waste all this time fantasizing 

and never does anything about it. This is often why he needs a partner 

that will help motivate or inspire him to take some action. 

 

Tug of War with Love 

 

The Pisces man is one that seems rather confusing when he loves you one 

minute then at other times acts terrified of where things are headed. He 

may talk about the future with you but then back peddle. 

 

He could be all in and then at some point says that he needs to slow down 

because he feels overwhelmed with his feelings. This really makes him 

quite frustrating and yes, hard to understand. 

 

The only thing that gets him over the hurdle is by the right partner 

showing him that she’s there for him and loves him truly over a period 

time. Each Pisces man will be different as to how long it will take him. 

 

Patience and tender loving care is required. Though he may annoy you or 

even hurt your feelings when he expresses concerns, all you can really do 

is reassure him as best as you can and wait for his worries to pass. 

 

If he’s truly in love with you and knows that you’ll do just about anything 

for him, he will at some point let go of that fear that paralyzes him when it 

comes to long lasting love. 

 

His Heart is on his Sleeve 



 

This guy is for the most part very honest with his feelings when he feels 

something. If he’s in love with you, he will make it known that he feels that 

way. Either he’ll say it or he’ll show you. 

 

What’s frustrating is when he has doubts and tries to talk to you about it. 

You feel like he’s backing out, not interested anymore, or wants to leave. 

The thing is, he’s just talking to you. 

 

Communication is really crucial when it comes to relating to a Pisces man. 

He wants to be able to tell his partner everything. That includes when he 

feels doubt or anxiety. If he cannot talk to you, who can he talk to? 

 

You’ve got to be really careful because if he ever feels he cannot talk to 

you and be honest, he’ll move on. You want him to feel totally comfortable 

with talking to you openly. 

 

It may be hard to hear when he says he’s afraid but it’s better that than 

him ghosting you and not telling you anything right? I’d say it’s better to 

hear the truth even if it hurts. 

 

Loner at the Core 

 

This is truly confusing because when a Pisces man is in love, he wants to 

spend a lot of time with his lady. However, until he gets there, he tends to 

spend copious amounts of time alone. He’s a bit of a loner or hermit. 

 



He prefers not having to talk or explain how he feels or what he thinks to 

the world. He feels misunderstood by most and is why he keeps to himself. 

This makes it hard when someone wants to date him. 

 

However, when he feels safe and comfortable with his potential partner, he 

will start to open up and so once he does that, he’s typically a bit more 

outgoing. He won’t be that way with the world but he will be this way with 

his lady love. 

 

In fact, he may have a hard time with highly social women because he 

doesn’t like going out all that often. He prefers the comfort of his home or 

his lady’s home. That isn’t to say he never goes out. 

 

He will but will take convincing him why he should. That in itself can be 

rather perplexing. If you’re a super social lady, you’re going to have the 

Pisces man’s feet dragging. 

 

He also may not understand it when you keep taking off to do stuff when 

he doesn’t want to go. He feels like if you still go when he doesn’t want to, 

that you don’t respect his feelings. 

 

I’m not saying that’s always the case but it often is. You really have to get 

to know your Pisces man as much as you can and with time, he will 

become less and less of a mystery. He will not be quite as aggravating by 

his behaviors once you “get” him. 

 

Does Pisces Man like to Be Chased or Do They Do 

the Chasing? 

 



You’re finding that you’re really interested in a Pisces man but aren’t sure 

what to do. Should you chase him or let him come after you? What’s the 

right thing to do? Does Pisces man like to be chased? Keep reading for 

more information that may help you. 

 

Pisces Man’s Preference 

 

To be really honest about this, Pisces man isn’t much of a chaser. It’s a 

rare occasion that he will do so. Basically it boils down to the fact that he 

wants to be sure that someone wants him before he’ll bust any moves. 

 

In reality, he’d prefer the woman to initiate contact or conversation. He 

doesn’t even mind her asking him out. By doing this, he’s sure that she’s 

actually into him so he’s not wasting his energy. 

 

Pisces man is a dreamer as I’ve mentioned in other articles. He isn’t one to 

give up his time or efforts unless he knows that the woman he digs is also 

digging on him. He’s much like some of the other signs that won’t bother. 

 

Pisces man is a lover and romancer. That is true. However, he isn’t going 

to throw this at someone whom he thinks may not be into what he’s trying 

to do. He doesn’t like rejection. 

 

To avoid rejection, he will avoid chasing women. I’m not saying he won’t 

flirt but I am saying, he won’t go after someone unless they show signs 

that he’s actually going to be successful in his pursuit. 

 

The Twist 



 

So now that you understand why he doesn’t tend to chase after someone, 

let me now look at the other side of this. Does he want to be chased then? 

The answer is surprisingly no. 

 

While he wants woman to be forward with what she wants with him, that’s 

where she should leave it. He wants to be able to decide what he wants 

and he wants the woman that digs him to allow him to do so. 

 

I know he sounds incredibly picky right? The thing is, he’s a free spirit and 

so he wants things to develop at a natural pace. Where he doesn’t want to 

chase anyone, he doesn’t want anyone chasing after him either. 

 

The way he sees it, if he chases, it means that she is playing hard to get or 

that she’s just not really interested. The reason he doesn’t want anyone 

chasing him is because then it makes him feel like he’s being stalked. 

 

What he wants is a healthy union that is brought about by both he and his 

lady that will make it very clear that they are a good match and should 

work on building something special. 

 

Yes, he will absolutely be thrilled if a woman tells him “hey, I think you’re 

really neat and I’d like to get to know you better”. He will respond and he 

will agree that’s a great idea. 

 

Texting, What’s Right and Wrong? 

 



If you’re someone who enjoys texting or have met a Pisces man through a 

social media site/dating site, you may only have access to this form of 

communication until he gives you his number or calls you. 

 

When this is the case, you’ll want to be nice and easy. Don’t pressure him 

or demand that you two meet. If you do, he’ll immediately see this as 

chasing or stalking which will make him stop responding to you. 

 

What you do is flirt with him, slowly share things about yourself that you 

think he should know and for goodness sake, if he doesn’t respond right 

away, don’t shoot him another text immediately. 

 

Give him some time. He may be busy or he may be thinking about what 

you said and not sure what to respond with yet. Don’t panic. Let him figure 

things out and when he wants to, he’ll get back to you. 

 

Pressuring him is just as good as chasing and he won’t like that. Be very 

careful. Remember, he’s looking for a woman that will be his best friend 

and partner all rolled into one. 

 

How do you do that? Show him why you would be his best friend. Talk to 

him like you’d talk to any friend that you’re trying to get to know better. I’d 

leave sex talk out of it because if you talk to him about sex, he’s going to 

take advantage. 

 

He loves dirty talk and will probably use it as a masturbatory aid next time 

he needs a sexual fix. He won’t take you seriously though. He’ll see you as 

a toy who is chasing him. 

 



Make your texts light, fun, and draw him in by what your heart has to 

offer. Don’t dive into relationship talk, don’t talk about sex, and don’t be 

pushy. Give him time to respond. 

 

How to let him know you are interested 

 

It’s very simple actually. Flirt with him but do it in a sweet and kind way. 

Leave sexuality out of it or he’ll only consider you a toy or a friend with 

benefits. You definitely do not want that when trying to win his heart. 

 

Do not show signs of chasing him or pressuring him. Do not expect him to 

chase after you either. If you decide to stop texting him because you’re not 

getting what you want, it won’t help you. 

 

He won’t be the one that comes back after you when you ignore him. He 

will assume you’re not into him anymore and he’ll move on. Chasing 

doesn’t work with this guy. 

 

Hopefully this helps you figure out how to best approach getting to know a 

Pisces man better and letting him know you like him without any pressure 

or stress. Realize that a natural old school way is actually better. 

 

What I mean by that is let him know you like him but then allow the 

courting process happen. Let it be a very natural experience for you both. 

He’ll love it! 

 



How to Tell If a Pisces Man Is Falling in Love with 

You 

 

Are you smitten with a certain Pisces guy but not sure if he’s into you or if 

he’s just being a nice guy? Could he be falling in love with you? Keep 

reading for information on what you can expect getting involved with a 

Pisces man. 

 

Stops the World for You 

 

If you’ve ever heard the song “I’ll stop the world and melt with you” then 

you get the gist of what I’m about to tell you. This song IS the Pisces man 

in love. 

 

When he cancels his plans, revolves his new plans around you, and makes 

sure that he’s able to spend plenty of quality time with you; he’s stuck to 

you like glue and likely in love. 

 

He’s a very physical type of guy as well so don’t be surprised when he 

whisks you up and takes you into the bedroom to work his magic. He’s 

very gifted and talented in the bedroom. 

 

He will especially be spectacular in that area with age. When he’s in his 

younger 20’s he’s not as experienced but the older he gets, the more 

amazing he becomes and takes more aim to please; especially for the 

woman he loves. 

 



The Pisces man in love will want to spend all his free time with the woman 

he’s in love with. When you see this or feel this then you know he’s in love 

with you. 

 

If he isn’t acting quite like this or is just really nice when he’s around you; 

he may not be in love with you or may even just want to remain friends. 

Time sacrifice is the dead giveaway. 

 

In the event he’s not making time for you or making you a priority then he 

may not be in love with you. With time that could change but typically this 

guy is pretty intuitive with who he finds interest in. 

 

It will become clear relatively quickly if he’s only into you for sex or 

friendship. Yes, Pisces men can and do have casual sex when or if the 

opportunity presents itself. 

 

Not all Pisces men are loose though. Some actually want to preserve their 

talents in the bedroom and with their heart for the RIGHT woman. It all 

depends on their rising or moon sign as to which way they swing. 

 

In Over His Head 

 

There are cases where Pisces man thinks he’s in love only to realize 

months later that he’s made a mistake at which time he’ll either end it or 

he’ll start cheating with someone else. 

 

Whether or not he cheats will rely heavily on which type of Pisces he is. Is 

he the promiscuous type or the type that wants to wait for the right one. 



Sometimes it takes for him to meet someone else better suited for him to 

realize the one he’s with isn’t’ the right one. 

 

This is an unfortunate thing but it can happen with Pisces. He really is 

dreamy and loves to love therefore it’s quite simple for him to fall hard for 

someone before he actually should. 

 

In some cases; it ends up working out and the couple live happily ever 

after. With that said, just keep your eyes open for red flags if you think 

that maybe he’s not being loyal to you. 

 

When he’s having indecision or issues going on; you’ll be able to tell by his 

actions. He’ll pull back, maybe get cold, or he may just tell you that he has 

things going on and isn’t ready to talk about it. 

 

Again, I’m not saying that you’re out of luck if this is going on. It just 

depends on what specifically he has going on in his head. When he’s in 

love though; you won’t have these types of things to worry about. 

 

Any time deviated away from you will be a red flag. If he spends more time 

with you then away from you; he’s in love with you. 

 

Dependable and Loyal 

 

I mentioned before about the different types of Pisces men. The Pisces 

man that is 100% certain he’s in love will always be around when you need 

him, will be there for you, and will not flake out. 

 



If he tells you he’s going to help you; he will. If he makes plans with you; 

he will be there unless he gets ill or some other problem arises otherwise 

you should expect him to do what he said or be where he said he would 

be. 

 

The Pisces man in love will typically be loyal. Afterall; the woman he’s in 

love with is the greatest woman alive. This is literally what he thinks when 

he’s in love. If you find yourself being treated like a princess; he’s in love. 

 

He will do anything he can for you as long as it makes you happy or helps 

make your life easier. Just as he’ll be there for you; he’ll also depend on 

you to help lift him up. 

 

He will open up to you and ask for your advice. He really actually cares 

about what you think, what you feel, and what your opinion is on whatever 

problem it is he’s trying to solve. 

 

Many men don’t pull that off easily but Pisces man is not afraid to make his 

woman his best friend. This is when you know he’s yours and that you 

have him for the long haul. 

 

Everything To You 

 

Since you are everything to the Pisces man; he’ll always make sure to 

show you that you’re everything to him if he’s in love with you. He’ll be 

whatever you need him to be. 

 



He’ll be the shoulder for you to cry on, the man that makes you feel like a 

queen, the man that is always there when you need him, and the man you 

can call when problems arise. 

 

He’ll also be very protective over you. Your safety and security is 

something that he’s always going to be concerned with. If you find him 

obsessing or insisting about it; he’s smitten with you. 

 

What He Is Really like in Bed 
 

Is the Pisces man a real treat in the bedroom or is he a deflated air 

mattress that leaves something to be desired? If you’re dating a Pisces 

man or are considering having sex with a Pisces man, you might want to 

keep reading for some useful knowledge on what he’s really like. 

 

At The Start He’s Shy and Reserved 

 

If you haven’t had sex with the Pisces man yet but plan to, you’ll notice 

that he starts out rather like an inexperienced teenager. He doesn’t mean 

to but he’s nervous at the beginning because he wants everything to be 

right. 

 

He will be sensual, soft, and gentle typically. He doesn’t want to scare you 

off or make you think he’s a sexual deviant. This makes him take it easy 

and wants to show you a very pleasurable time. 

 

However, he does get nervous and can fumble a little bit in the beginning. 

This also means he prefers to have a lover who is already sexually 

experienced so that he doesn’t have to work so hard to impress. 



 

In other words, if he’s working with an inexperienced woman, he will be 

even more nervous as to not mess things up. He wants it to be a magical 

experience for his partner as well as for himself. 

 

Even if you’ve been dating him for awhile and have been putting off the 

sex part of your bonding, he’ll be twitchy at the beginning. He’s likely to be 

and fantastic kisser and snuggler though. He loves affection and loves 

giving it as well. 

 

He loves holding hands and showing displays of affection. So this part is 

likely not an issue between you but when you’re ready to take the next 

step, just be aware he’ll be nervous and have a tendency to show it. 

 

Bust A Move 

 

When you’re with a Pisces man and he hasn’t tried to be intimate with you, 

he may be trying to figure out if you want to or are ready yourself. This 

means you may have to make the first move. 

 

He does love women who are bold and don’t mind going for what they 

want. It’s impressive and inspiring to him. Reach in and kiss him and rub 

his thigh with your hand. Let him know that you want him. 

 

You can even verbally tell him that you want him. In fact, you can do that 

via text as well ahead of time so that when you two are together again, he 

knows that you are up for a bit of play time with him. 

 



Give him ideas but let him come up with some himself. He’s quite 

imaginative and you’d be surprised the things he thinks of that end up 

being quite erotic and sensual for you both to enjoy. 

 

Just be sure that you’re not fearful to get in there and get things started. 

He’ll appreciate the fact that he doesn’t have to guess anymore what you 

want or where you are in the grand scheme of things regarding sex with 

him. 

 

Flirt like crazy with him and he’ll surely start getting the message. You can 

also tell him flat out that you’re ready to take the next step in the bedroom 

with him. That way he’ll start planning and trying to organize when this will 

happen with you two. 

 

He’ll go out of his way to be romantic and sensual to impress you and 

make you feel comfortable with him. He wants it to be a truly memorable 

experience for you both especially if he’s falling in love with you. 

 

Creativity and Imagination Required 

 

To have an amazing rumble between the sheets with a Pisces man, you’ve 

got to understand that he’s someone who will definitely be more fantasy 

oriented. Not that you have to do role play but that may be something to 

think about later on. 

 

He’s going to want to try fun and adventurous ways of having sex but he’ll 

only do what you are comfortable with. He also likes to be “the man” in the 

bedroom. His object is to please you and feel confident in how he’s doing 

it. 



 

Feedback and telling him what he is doing right will make him feel pretty 

darned manly. It’s an excellent way to nudge him in the right direction too. 

Perhaps if he’s doing something you like but could be better, you could 

push him a little more toward where you like it. 

 

He won’t be offended. In fact, he’ll be pleased that you’re letting him know 

exactly what feels right and what brings you the most pleasure. He wants 

to know he’s giving you everything you deserve and need. 

 

He will want you to be accepting and understanding of his ideas or desires. 

I’m not saying you have to try everything he wants to do but at least be 

open to what he may suggest. You can tell him what you’re comfortable 

with and what you’re not into. 

 

That way you two will know where the boundaries are and where you can 

go wild together. You can also make suggestions of your own as far as 

your own desires and fantasies. He wants to know and wants to hear 

them. 

 

That can be part of your foreplay actually. Tell him what you’d like to try or 

what you’re into. He’ll get quite turned on thinking about what he can do 

to make that happen and make you feel he’s all you could ever want. 

 

The Closer You Get, The Better The Sex 

 

While Pisces man may be capable of a one night stand or a fling, he mostly 

wants a sexual relationship with someone he can totally fall in love with. 

He’s emotionally tied to sex most of the time. 



 

That means that he really wants to love or be in love with the person he 

shares his intimacy with. The closer you become to him, the more likely the 

spectacular the sex will be with him. 

 

Give him a chance to show you the moon and more with his romantic and 

sexy ways. 

 

 

 

The Right Way to Love a Pisces Man  

 

If you’re a woman completely lost in a Pisces man’s eyes, you may want to 

read this. Do you know what you can do to get him to love you? Keep 

reading for tips on how to love a Pisces man so that he’ll want to be with 

you for the long haul. 

 

Be Yourself At All Times! 

 

One thing that some women do not realize is that a Pisces man is very 

empathetic so he can see straight through to your soul. If you are fake or 

inauthentic, he will see it. He doesn’t like plastic women. 

 

If you want him to fall in love with you and make him yours, you’re going 

to have to be yourself. He’d rather fall in love with a unique woman who 

has a mind of her own than for someone who wants to be like other 

women. 



 

Rather than trying to be someone you think he wants, be yourself and let 

him fall in love with the real you. He wants to see your inner beauty and all 

the love you posses in your heart. 

 

Be your sweet romantic self and he won’t be able to help himself. Honestly 

he wants his soul mate and someone he can spiritually relate to or even 

dream with about the future. 

 

Naturally if you’re not like what I’ve described, you might have a hard time 

but all is not lost. Be yourself even if you aren’t unique or creative. In some 

way, he’ll appreciate you being YOU. 

 

This also means you need to be honest with him all the time. If you lie, 

he’ll know and he won’t take kindly to it. He’d rather take the truth even if 

it’s not pleasant than to be lied to. 

 

Best Friendship Ever! 

 

What this means is that Pisces man wants a woman who will not only be 

his lady but will also be his very best friend on the planet. He wants to be 

able to tell you everything and for you to be his rock. 

 

He wants a woman who will always come to him when she wants to 

discuss what is going on in her daily life as well. Being able to rely on each 

other is a bond that is unbreakable and that is what Pisces man seeks out 

in a woman. 

 



This may be difficult for some ladies that cling to their female best friends 

or have had lifelong best friendships. Just look at it as that they are your 

best girlfriends and he’s your VERY best friend because he’s closer to you. 

 

He’s going to be the one you want to turn to when everything is crazy or 

when you have some amazing news to share. Naturally if it’s about him 

then you can by all means, call up your best girlfriend. 

 

Just keep this in mind because the woman that melts the Pisces man’s 

heart is going to be the one that wants to be the closest person to him in 

his life and be his best friend in life. 

 

Make Your Move 

 

Pisces men can sometimes come across as shy but really they’re waiting 

for you to actually reach out and declare what you want with him. If you’re 

feeling deep things for him, tell him! 

 

I bet he won’t be too surprised but even if he is, he’ll be thrilled. Unless 

he’s really not into you, you should get a sweet or romantic response from 

him. He’s really a nice guy most of the time. 

 

Let him know what you’re feeling for him and tell him what you’d like to 

come from it. He should tell you right then and there if he wants it too or if 

he feels it’s not the right connection. 

 

You won’t know though unless you give it a try. He’ll appreciate the risk 

and the candor that you’ve approached him with. It saves him the stress of 

trying to talk to you about it. 



 

Often times, Pisces man is waiting for you to bust the first move. In the 

bedroom, that’s different as he likes to take the lead to give you pleasure. 

When it comes to love and getting closer though, he’ll love you making a 

move. 

 

Show Him Your Heart 

 

To melt a Pisces man’s heart, you’ve got to show him yours. You can do 

this via creative means. Try artwork, poetry, songs, paintings, or giving him 

gifts of the heart. He will think you’re the sweetest woman ever. 

 

When a Pisces man feels this way about you, he’s going to fall in love with 

you. He wants a woman who is romantic, passionate, creative, and 

someone he can day dream with about what the future could bring. 

 

Once he sees your heart, he will not be able to help himself from falling for 

you. He’s a sucker for women who are bleeding hearts, humanitarians, or 

women who live to love other people. 

 

If you love animals, show him and tell him why you love them so much. 

His heart will be warmed instantly. Tell him why you’re so passionate about 

helping people with their troubles. He will melt right then and there. 

 

As long as you’re showing him who you truly are and being authentic as I 

mentioned before, you should see some incredible gestures from your 

Pisces guy. Romance is a trigger for him so go for it! 

 



If you know what types of things he really likes, you can gift him with 

special surprises. Like if he really digs music, gift him with the latest CD by 

his favorite group, a t-shirt, or poster. He’ll be floored by your sweet 

gesture. 

 

You can also cook him his favorite meal or dessert. If you’re not gifted in 

the kitchen, it’s not an end all be all. You can still order out or pick 

something up that will make him feel special. That’s all that matters is 

making him feel special. 

 

If you follow these tips, he’ll be putty in your hands! 

 

5 "Unwritten Rules" of How To Treat a Pisces Man 

 

Are you totally crazy about a sensual Pisces man? Is he just too delicious 

for you to pass over? What can you do to get him and keep him? Keep 

reading to get some useful tips on how to treat a Pisces man so that he’s 

fulfilled with you. 

 

Comfort Zone Is A Must 

 

The Pisces man needs a relationship that he feels comfortable and this may 

take some time to cultivate. Have patience with him and understand that 

until he feels ready, don’t try to push him to open up and rush the 

relationship. 

 



While he may seem like he’s up for diving in because you initiated it, it still 

doesn’t mean that you two shouldn’t take it nice and easy. If you hurry 

things, he’ll at some point realize it’s too fast and he’ll back peddle 

 

Unless you’re willing to deal with the consequences of what happens if you 

move to fast then you probably should calm down. He’s not going to go 

anywhere if he’s into you. 

 

He’ll still be with just you unless he says he wants to keep an “open” 

relationship. Usually Pisces man is looking for his one and only soul mate 

so he’s not that interested in juggling women. 

 

However, when he’s young, he may still want to play until he’s ready to get 

serious. Either way, if you express you want a relationship and he’s feeling 

you, he will be with just you even if things move slowly. 

 

In fact, it would be to your benefit to make sure that you two don’t move 

too fast. Take your time, enjoy the time you spend together, and let love 

develop naturally. This will make him feel VERY comfortable with you. 

 

Be Supportive and Optimistic 

 

The Pisces man is a dreamer and one of the things he needs is a support 

system. He wants you to be his best friend and lover. This means being 

there for him and being his own personal cheerleader in life. 

 

He may not have all the willpower it takes to actually make his dreams 

come true but if you’re someone who can inspire him to, he needs your 

help. He may not admit it but truly, you could make his life so much better. 



 

Give him all the support he needs to chase after his dreams and start 

taking steps to bring them into reality. They may be dreams that you two 

share together and are able to build a beautiful future together. 

 

Show him by example how it’s done if you can. Take your own career or 

desires into grips and make them become something of a successful track. 

He’ll really be inspired by what you can do. 

 

This will make him also want to take the action that is necessary to jump 

on the train and head in the right direction that makes his life truly 

fulfilling. It’s even possible for you two to go into business together and be 

successful as well. 

 

Give Him Breathing Room 

 

Pisces guy may not always tell you when he needs some space. Just 

remember, he’s highly empathetic and sometimes very psychic. This means 

that he picks up on other people’s energy which can mess with his own. 

 

He needs a bit of space and alone time to recharge and renew himself as a 

person. He has to ground himself and let go of what the day brought his 

way. This may mean spending some time without you. 

 

If you get to know him, you’ll get to know his moods and you’ll pretty 

much know when you need to back off and give him some space. His 

moods do tend to flip flop and some Pisces men have a tendency to deal 

with bi-polar situations or depression. 

 



This is why as a partner, it’s important you pay attention to his needs. 

While you may provide him great comfort and support, you still need to 

allow him to mull things over and decompress alone. A little time goes a 

long way. 

 

Initiate When It’s Needed 

 

Sometimes Pisces men can be rather indecisive or just are so oblivious they 

just don’t realize what is going on. This may mean you need to take charge 

and make sure things get into motion. 

 

This includes when you want to date him. You’ve got to go ahead and tell 

him as much otherwise he may not act on it or will not notice you’ve got a 

thing for him. Even if he’s attracted to you, he often doesn’t say anything 

until you do. 

 

Also valid, is when a decision needs to be made as far as where you two 

will eat for dinner, where you will go on vacation, or what to do on your 

date. You may need to plan it out and then tell him that you two are going. 

 

I wouldn’t do this too often though as he would see you as pushy. Just do 

it when you know something needs to happen and he hasn’t made a move 

yet. Go ahead and make that move. He’s worth the risk! 

 

Soft, Romantic, and Loving 

 

When you love a Pisces man or are at least like him, you need to show him 

as much. Compliment him, touch him, and make him feel what you’re 

feeling for him. He can since he’s an empath. 



 

The thing is; he can ignore it if he isn’t sure how you feel about him. I 

mentioned initiating in the last step but to further it, you’ve got to show 

him lots of tender loving care. 

 

He wants a woman who will give him lots of affection and understanding 

for whatever he may be going through at the time. He needs someone he 

can rely on. Always be yourself and truthful. 

 

Loving a Pisces man isn’t for the weak. You’ve got to be strong and yet 

very compassionate, loving, and willing to show him how much you deeply 

care for him for always. 

 

When a Pisces Man Ignores You This Is What You 

Can Do 

 

When a Pisces man ignores you, it can feel like a tiny dagger has thrust 

through your heart. You know he must be pretty upset if he’s not talking to 

you. What can you do? Keep reading to learn what you can do when a 

Pisces man ignores you. 

 

Be More Positive 

 

Pisces men are super sensitive and don’t like negative energy of any kind. 

They don’t like it when women gossip, talk badly about others, and they 

sure don’t like being nagged. 

 



If you’ve done something that falls into this category, you’re going to have 

to do some work for him to see that you’re trying to be more positive. Try 

catching yourself when you’re about to say something negative and 

reverse it. 

 

Try to be upbeat and optimistic around him or through your text messages 

even. However you normally communicate with him, say inspiring and 

positive things. He’s more likely to respond to you. 

 

Pisces men are dreamers which mean they don’t like anything that would 

crush his dreams or his hopes about life. Being negative around him makes 

him feel like you don’t take his passion and love seriously. 

 

If your Pisces guy is upset with you and is the reason he’s ignoring you, 

you’ll need to flip around and be super sweet to him. Compliment him, say 

nice things about other people, and just generally be really optimistic. 

 

Really this is good for your life anyway and sometimes it takes a sensitive 

Pisces man to put you on hold to make you think about your own actions 

that needs to be remedied. 

 

When He’s Hurt or Angry 

 

If your Pisces man is either very angry with your or hurt, it’s going to 

require a bit of work. First, he’s going to want some time and space to sort 

his heart out. He may want to think about why he’s with you. 

 



What you’ll need to do is let him know that you are sorry if you hurt him 

without thinking or made him angry when it wasn’t right. You apologize 

and tell him you won’t do it again. 

 

Then you tell him that when he’s ready to talk to you, that you’re there for 

him. Give him some time. I’d say that the time frame you have to wait will 

rely on how bad it really was. 

 

It may be days then again it may be weeks. Sometimes Pisces men break 

up with women due to being so overwhelmed but then a year or two later, 

he’s ready to give it another shot. 

 

You never can tell which direction he’s going to swing because it’s all based 

on what he feels. However, if you apologize for what happened and tell 

him you’re working on it and won’t do it again, he may come around 

sooner. 

 

If you do not apologize, he will hold it against you and it may be a good 

long while before he talks to you again. Then when you do reach out to 

him, he may tell you off or just not ever reply again. 

 

It all depends on how bad it was and how much time he feels he needs. 

Just be sure to admit your fault (if it was your fault) and let him know that 

you’re there for him. 

 

When he is ignoring Communication 

 

This is where things take a turn that you probably will not appreciate. 

Pisces men do tend to ghost people if they decide that their partner isn’t 



the right one. This would mean he ignores your texts or doesn’t call you 

back. 

 

I wouldn’t wait for too long while this is going on. If you gone a week or 

two without him responding to you, he may not be into you anymore or 

thinks that he’s done. 

 

What you’ll do is test him to see what the deal is. Text him and tell him “I 

really deserve to know what is going on between us, can you please give 

me clarity?” and see if he responds. 

 

If he doesn’t respond then you’re going to have to consider that he may 

not be into the relationship anymore. If he does reply, you’ll quickly see 

which way he is swinging. 

 

He may tell you he’s been busy, been thinking about things, or that he 

thinks that it’s just not what he wants at the time. Either way, you’re going 

to get some sort of answer whether he texts back or ignores it. 

 

I hate to say it but once Pisces man decides to move on, he does so. He 

may move on with someone else or he may just move on from the woman 

he feels it’s not working with. 

 

There isn’t much you can do when he acts this way other than ask him 

why he isn’t speaking with you. Be forward with it and see if he answers or 

if he continues to be quiet. 

 

Possibly Dealing With Personal Stuff 



 

There is also the possibility that the Pisces man is going through some 

things that he doesn’t really feel ready to open up to you about thus he 

pulls a disappearing act or ignores you for short intervals. 

 

He doesn’t always know the right thing to say when he feels uncomfortable 

or uncertain. If something is happening his family or he has extra work. 

Perhaps his job is giving him trouble. 

 

He won’t open up until he feels he can trust his partner 100%. Sometimes 

he doesn’t want to burden his partner with his problems either so he’ll hold 

back by being very quiet. 

 

He may not even be upset with you at all. If he suddenly started this 

ignoring you thing out of absolutely nowhere then something is going on 

with him so you shouldn’t assume it’s about your relationship. 

 

Give him some time and let him know you’re there for him when or if he 

wants to discuss things. If it IS outer circumstances, he’ll thank you and 

will open up when he’s ready. 

 

Is Your Pisces Man Using You? Signs to Look for If 

He’s Playing You 

 

So you’ve gotten involved with a Pisces man but something doesn’t feel 

right. You aren’t sure what it is but you wonder if he’s playing you or if 

there is something else you need to know about. Here are some things you 

can look for in order to determine what may be going on. 



 

Illusive Answers 

 

If your Pisces guy tends to leave out details when you’ve asked him what 

he’s been up to; he is either feeling he doesn’t have to answer to you or he 

knows he’s being dishonest. 

 

Pisces men have the ability to tell white lies and omit information like no 

one’s business. They especially do this when they’re seeing someone that 

they’re not that serious about. 

 

If he tells you he went to hang out with a friend but leaves out certain 

aspects of what he was going; he may have been meeting a female friend 

who is actually a bit more than a friend. 

 

Do you see how this works? “I went to see my friend and we hung out 

playing video games” but what he isn’t saying is “I went to hang out with 

my female friend and we started with video games but ended up having 

sex”. 

 

I’m not saying all Pisces men are liars and cheaters. What I am saying 

though is that if he’s not that serious about you; he feels he doesn’t have 

to answer to you therefore he’ll omit the truth of the situation as to not 

rock the boat. 

 

Why do that if he isn’t into you? That’s the real question that I’m not sure I 

have the answer for. If he’s still “playing” with you then he may not yet be 

ready to give that up while he’s playing with others. 

 



He should just let you go if that’s what his intention is but Pisces is always 

looking for his true soul mate and until he finds her; he’ll keep looking 

elsewhere in order to make sure he’s not missing anything. 

 

Very Convincing 

 

If you’ve been around your Pisces man enough; you know he has a way 

with words that can convince anyone of anything. This includes making 

you think he’s telling you the truth when he’s actually being deceptive. 

 

Start looking for the things that give him away. Use the Scorpio tactic of 

looking him in the eye. If he isn’t being honest; he won’t be able to keep 

his gaze on your eyes; he’ll look away. 

 

Body movement is a good indicator also. If he shifts uncomfortably then 

you know he’s probably not being forthcoming or truthful in whatever it is 

that he’s telling you. 

 

He’s so good at telling lies or bending the truth that he’s become very 

comfortable with himself. However; there is always a way to catch 

someone in a lie and he’s no different. 

 

Eye and body shifts while he’s telling you what he was doing or what he’s 

going to do will reveal to you if he’s being honest or if he’s playing you. 

While he is an expert at convincing people of anything; he is flawed. 

 

Now that you know; start asking him questions and see how he physically 

responds. You’ll get right to the truth and he won’t be able to hide as 



easily. Naturally he’s likely to deny it if you call him out so don’t be 

surprised if he does. 

 

Flaky Behavior 

 

When a Pisces man isn’t committed and is using you; he’ll flake out quite 

often. If he has plans with you and calls you to tell you he cannot make it 

or wants to change the dates; he’s up to something. 

 

Sometimes he may legitimately have something come up and needs to 

change but when you see he’s doing it often; you know something is going 

on and it’s time to perhaps put your foot down. 

 

Ask him why he keeps flaking out on you. He’ll probably try to give you a 

story but again; watch his behavior as he talks. You’ll be able to tell if he’s 

being honest or is giving you total crap. 

 

A flaky man is a man that isn’t invested. He could be seeing other people 

and breaking plans with you to go see them. If not then he’s being selfish 

and taking time to himself after he promised it to you. 

 

Time to himself is important but he should never cancel plans in order to 

do this. He should take the time he needs or wants on days he hasn’t 

already promised to get together with you. 

 

Constant pulling out on plans is something that indicates that he’s not 

serious about you and you may want to consider moving on to find 

someone who won’t flak out on you. 



 

Head Games 

 

Pisces is an expert game player. He knows all the right things to say to get 

into your life or into your pants. Be very careful. All his other actions need 

to line up with what he says otherwise you have no reason to believe him. 

 

When a Pisces man is in love; he’ll want to be with you as often as 

possible. If you’ve met a Pisces man who says all the right things but 

doesn’t put the action behind it; you’ve got yourself a player who doesn’t 

care about your feelings. 

 

Look at the overall picture and start piecing together those red flags. When 

you do; you’ll realize that though he’s a smooth talker; he’s fallible and you 

can calculate if he’s playing you or not. 

 

Watch for everything I’ve mentioned here and you should be able to tell 

rather quickly whether your Pisces man is actually into you and trying to 

commit or if he’s talking himself up for something he won’t ever deliver. 

 

Most Pisces men are looking for their one and only so they don’t do a 

whole lot of playing. However; some of them are out there and are looking 

to have “fun” until they find the one. 

 

 

 

 

 



Frequently Asked Question for Pisces Man 
 

1.His behavior is so confusing. He keeps sending me mixed 

signals. Should I give him more time or move on? 

 

Question: He is giving me mixed signals and his behavior is confusing for 

years now. My question is should I continue to be with him or walk away? 

Do I need to give him more time to get it together and acknowledge me or 

just move on? Why is that so hard to attain with him now that he finally 

has me? 

  

Anna Kovach: You have to understand that Pisces man is all about 

duality. And this duality shows in any aspect in his life. Yes, he can be 

awaken at night and focus on his work in that time frame, and behave 

sleepy and disinterested during the day time. 

 

Also, this sign is notoriously known for their total focus on the things they 

love and the total lack of interest of anything else. They can become 

famous for some scientific or artistic accomplishments, and yet unable to 

safely cross the street, simply because daily obligations don’t hold their 

attention. 

 

If this man is in a relationship with you for so many years, as you say he is, 

then this means only one thing – he truly loves you. Now, you can accept 

him for what he is, with all of his little flaws and also, accept the fact that 

his mood is changeable. He might forget some important dates, to 

introduce you to his family or close friends, or any other thing. But at the 

same time, you have to understand that his mind is free-flowing and some 

things which mean a lot to you, don’t bother him at all. 

 



You should think seriously what is more important to you personally, his 

established habits or your desires of how you want your ideal relationship 

to look like. Some women don’t have any issue at all when a man behaves 

confusing because they value his devotion and faithfulness more. And 

there are some women who would give up on a good man, just to have 

socially accepted type of relationship. 

 

You have to make the decision what is more important for you, because he 

will always behave like a real Pisces and the main Piscean theme is getting 

lost in a deep and very personal space, where social norms don’t play any 

role at all. 

 

2. Suddenly he doesn’t seem as interested as he was before. What 

does he actually want? 

 

Question: The first months we met he seemed interested and I wanted to 

take it slow... Now seems like tables are turned. He's taking it slow… If I 

text him he responds after a while. 

 

Shall I ask him if he'd like me as girlfriend or remain as a friend? 

 

Anna Kovach: Yes indeed, Pisces can be moody and give confronting and 

confusing signals. And they do it all the time. But let’s be honest. If a 

Pisces man is strongly attracted he will still give confusing signals, but he 

will surely be around and he will make himself noticeable. 

 

In this case, no, this didn’t happen. And so many times I had to convince 

my dear ladies that those things are usual between people. Many men get 

interested and soon after lose their interest. This is nothing new under 

heavens. 



 

Your only task as a woman in those initial stages is to slow him down and 

test him will he stay. If he doesn’t – fine, you haven’t wasted your precious 

time and now you will be free to finally meet the man who is destined for 

you. If he does – it’s fine again, because he is the one. 

 

Don’t take romances so personally and more importantly, don’t give your 

body and heart too fast before any man deserved it. 

 

As far as texting goes and the whole communication with men, I have to 

tell you one utmost important fact – do not initiate romantic conversation, 

don’t text first, do not answer right away, except in the case of high 

emergency, but what can be so urgent if you are not a doctor or a 

policeman, and don’t explain your feelings (based on your own illusions 

and projections) to any man before you have established and truly 

committed relationship. 

 

This rule has just one exception and this is when a man has his natal 

Venus placed in the sign of Aries. And this shows that he will be conquered 

by a woman. In any other situation, you are the woman, he has to fight for 

your time and attention, and your goal is to fulfill your life with many 

activities which are creating the joy and passion, so you can show as the 

high-value woman and awaken the urge in men to chase you. 

 

And not the other way around. 

 

3. We have been texting each other for four months now. How do 

I know if he’s serious about this? 

 



Question: We have not met in person yet and as a matter of fact we just 

started getting to know one another back in March of this year and have 

been pretty inseparable since then with the occasional ups and downs (the 

downs being quite extreme on his part as he is extremely sensitive and 

emotional).  

We spend all day and night talking and it would be hard for anyone on the 

outside looking in to even think there is a 5 hour time difference because 

we just make it work for one another. He has trouble saying what level he 

is committed to me but does tell me he loves me and shows me by small 

and big acts of affection.  

When I have brought up where do we stand it has resulted in arguments 

over him feeling I don’t understand his actions show how serious he is vs. 

a title or him saying he is committed to me and only me. I do have my 

doubts.  

I would like to know if he is really serious about this connection, meeting 

me when the travel ban is over and potentially having a future with me 

here in the States. 

 

Anna Kovach: I have to tell you some things very seriously and I hope 

you won’t get me wrong, but it happened to you, and it happens to so 

many women, and sometimes I just sit and ask myself how do we get so 

easily trapped, not by men, but our own ideas? 

 

He belongs to the sign of Pisces and I could write you my answer in the 

form of a lengthy essay how Pisces in general don’t know where they stand 

and what they think. However, right now, I don’t think this is the case at 

all. 

 

Please, look at this from a different perspective. You don’t have a 

committed relationship, and for that sake, you don’t have a “real” 

relationship at all. You and this man are just communicating through social 



media or video chats. And as far as things are going everything seems fine. 

But I also must point at one huge mistake you could be creating with him. 

 

Yes, on one side you have to maintain consistent contacts with him, but on 

the other side, you must keep the time you spend together limited. This 

shouldn’t be done just because I am cruel and want to keep you away 

from your pleasure, but because men are like children. They want 

everything and right away. Your task as a woman is to slow him down, and 

to give him the “teaspoon amounts” of yourself, so he could build up the 

desire to need more and more of you. 

 

The thing you are doing, women do all the time, and this causes that 

famous hot and then cold reaction in males. Too much of the good thing, is 

simply not good, and it leads to his pulling back. So, my first advice for you 

will be to limit your online meetings for two hours the most and leave him 

wanting you more. Don’t be rude to him or strict right away, just excuse 

yourself with some urgent tasks and that will do the trick. 

 

And now, to give you the answer, but looking back at my words above – 

you need to occupy yourself throughout the day with some other tasks so 

that 1. you start growing and developing in many ways, and 2. you don’t 

become too focused just on one man or on solely your happy or unhappy 

romantic life. So, find some new things to study, to make profit from, or 

new people to widen your social or friendly circles. 

 

As far as this “relationship” goes, you are two people who can become a 

devoted couple and I sincerely hope this will happen, but… There is always 

that but, isn’t it? You have to become more realistic. You are the two lonely 

people who are just talking and yes, understanding each other nicely… for 

now. You haven’t actually started the relationship, you haven’t been 

physically close, and I don’t mean sex, but the real physical presence, you 

don’t know how he smells, how he moves, how he flows. And yet, you are 



building some castles in the air, questioning yourself will he cross the 

ocean to live with me, perhaps we will have two children, no three, and a 

dog, golden retriever, well maybe a hamster, and then we will get that loan 

for the house and then… 

 

No, please. I hate to say this, but “your” Pisces man is way more realistic 

than you are. Right now, this is not a romantic relationship. It could 

become one, and I hope it will be very soon, but don’t try to grab him 

before the time is proper, because he will run away. Relax until the actual 

meeting happens at last. 

 

4. My Pisces man started flirting with other women, but says it’s 

just for fun. Will things go back to normal? 

Question: Hi Anna, My guy is a Pisces, and I'm a libra women..we met 

five years ago through a online matrimonial site. He was the most romantic 

man I ever met. He was so into me..  he loved me like crazy. We got 

married one year after we met and we also have 2 kids.  

However, things started getting worse, we fight often and have many 

misunderstandings. He thinks I don't understand him or his needs hence 

started flirting with other ladies. The intimate relationship between us is 

reducing. He seems to have lost the love and trust in me. 

His flirting with other women get on my nerve and im very possessive 

about him. I cought him many times flirting with other ladies and when I 

ask him he says it's just for fun or just for massage sake. He is not serious 

or into others. He hates it when I check his personal email or message 

which leads to fight most of the time. His addiction to pub G game and 

giving lesser attention to me make me feel bad. 

 

He feels I don't understand him or his needs or what he communicates. 

 



 

He has this neutral expression all the time, that I can't guess what mood 

he is in ... I am not able to fully understand him. 

 

Anna Kovach: I have to tell you that those things happen all the time, 

and girls should be raised with the knowledge that getting married doesn’t 

mean that “they lived happily ever after”, but that the real life started, 

meaning lots of financial issues to solve, children and parents to take care 

of and huge amounts of daily obligations. 

 

However, I completely understand what you are talking about, and the 

recent and the current planetary transits (July 2020) had caused you many 

troubles, simultaneously for both of your Sun signs. Let me assure you that 

things will radically change around the beginning of the next year and you 

should start the way more harmonious phase in your marriage. 

 

On the other side, planets will echo good and bad ideas, thoughts and 

events all the time, and you should try to talk to your spouse and get some 

serious agreements about your future actions. If you can achieve this, then 

the next “bad” planetary aspect won’t affect your family so hard and you 

will know what to do exactly. 

 

5. My Pisces Crush admitted he had feelings for me too. However, 

now he is going through a heartbreak and isn’t expressing 

anything to me. I would really wait for him, but should I do that? 

Question: Hi Anna, I don’t know why it’s happening like whoever I love 

they eventually leave me. Currently I’m single and not able to find one. If 

you can help will be great. 

 



I met my special man during my first job. We were in the same training 

class back. Soon we became friends. I started liking him and he liked me 

back. But nothing happened.  

Later on when he shifted to USA I confessed my feelings and he said he 

too had feelings but now he is already in relationship and going through a 

heartbreak. 

I said I will wait for him until he feels the same. He always said that he 

liked me but due to long distance he couldn’t commit. And still the same is 

going on. 

I really love him but he seems to like me as well but he is not doing 

anything about it. 

 

Anna Kovach: You simply can’t say “I will wait for you until you feel so”. 

This is not allowed to you, and please carve it into your mind. 

 

The only two situations you are allowed to say this sentence is when you 

are married, and your husband has to go, either to fight during the war, or 

to go to work somewhere far away and you both are not capable to move 

together at once. There is no other situation which will ever let those 

words cross over your lips. 

 

And I will tell you why straight away. Your husband is someone who has all 

the legal and financial obligations around you, and your future children, 

and by becoming your husband, he has to prove to you first that you are 

so valuable to be his wife. 

 

As far as this particular young man goes now, be grateful because he didn’t 

cross, fraud or lie to you and he simply disappeared from your life. Now, 

you are in love with a dream, simply observing his life while losing your 



own. And as soon as possible you realize you are just wasting your time 

and the best years of your life on the plain waiting, the better it will be. 

 

Also, I will reveal one very important secret. You are being left and hurt, 

not just because you are unlucky, under the bad spell or something similar, 

but because you are a low-value woman. And men are notorious sensing 

those types of women straight away, and they generally tend to avoid or 

use them for a short time.  

 

Have in mind that the quality men love, adore and marry high-quality 

women, so your job now is to become one. Learn how to love and protect 

your interests first, invest your time and incomes in your own education, 

fun and improvements, and after you do that, you will become irresistible 

for men, because they will have to fight for the portion of your time and 

attention just to get closer to you. And this strategy will surely lead you 

toward success. 

 

6. I met this career-oriented Pisces man and went crazy for him. 

He doesn’t want affairs or love to distract his mind, how can I stay 

with him? 

 

Question: Hi, Me and my man met in a hospital. He’s a doctor that was 

treating my mom when she had a surgery. After that we stayed in touch 

and we met twice.  

We became close, but after that he just went completely cold.  

He was not contacting me, unless I text him or call him. He is a career 

oriented guy. He don't want to distract his mind with love and affairs. 

He wants everything but he has his huge control on himself. I want him to 

be with me for a life-long without distracting or spoiling his career. 

  



Anna Kovach: You have to understand that we are not talking about 

“your man”, “your relationship”, or your projections regarding the future of 

this relationship, because there is no relationship to start with. 

 

You have met someone, dated him for a few times and you became “close” 

twice. This term “close” can be translated as we kissed, or we hugged, or 

we had sexual experience. This last option is the worst of them all because 

in that case, you have lost the battle for this “relationship” fast by giving 

him your body too soon. 

 

However, he pulled back, he doesn’t show any interest, and he doesn’t 

pursue you and what do you expect to happen next to realize he is not 

interested at all? 

 

The only advice I can give you is to let go and see will he reach out for 

you. If he doesn’t, then move on. Live your own life the fullest and the 

man who is destined for you appear eventually. 

 

7. My Pisces man is very busy with his job. He never calls first, or 

gives me his time, but says he loves me. I can’t argue with him 

and don’t want to pressure him. What should I do? 

 

Question: How can a Pisces man tell me that he loves me but can’t give 

his time? He’s always busy with work but anytime I put status, he will be 

among the first people to view it. I’m always the first person to 

communicate in the morning and if I don’t, no chat for the day. We barely 

communicate in the evening... 

 

No calls, everything, I ask for something, I always get a negative response 

‘Baby, I’m at work, maybe later’ and that’s the end. He said he likes selfies, 



sexy ones. Whenever I sent any, we end up having a good conversation 

that day. 

 

What kind of love is that? 

 

Anytime I ask for us to improve in the communication, he begs and tells 

me that his work is so demanding and that’s why he’s not always available 

even in the weekends, even on a Sunday.... What kind of job is that? 

 

It’s getting to the second month in this relationship. 

Even though he tells that he loves me, I have considered myself to be 

alone in that relationship. 

Have been pissed off ever since but just keeping calm and praying. 

I can’t pressure him, I can’t talk back at him, I can’t shout at him. 

 

Anna Kovach: You can leave him, though. 

 

No one and nothing is preventing you from leaving, but it seems to me that 

you are deliberately doing anything else than to face the truth. And what’s 

worse, you will spend the best years of your life in frustration leading you 

toward illness, but you won’t change your response? 

 

I don’t understand why do you keep calm? There is nothing to be calm 

about, and there are so many annoying things that are pointing right in the 

direction that he doesn’t appreciate or respect you. And this is beside the 

fact that you don’t have the actual “relationship”. 

 



You have, as I call it, fantasy “relationship” with Santa Claus. You text 

some letters to some imaginary figure somewhere out there, and 

sometimes you get a nice response, but many times you get nothing, 

including the fact that you don’t get any real date or anything REAL. 

 

Why bother typing all day every day to him, because your chances will be 

way higher with Santa Claus. 

 

And have in mind, if someone is “working” during weekends, then there 

are some serious and very high chances that this person is married or not 

available. 

 

So, this leaves you with yourself now, because your prays have been heard 

and received, and here is the answer. Leave the phone or the computer, 

go to the bathroom, look at yourself in the mirror, smile, fix up your 

makeup, and go outside to meet the real man. 

 

8. I can’t stop thinking about him and really want to see him, but 

currently, it’s not possible. How do I control myself? 

 

Question: Our biggest obstacle right now is that we can't see each other 

because of the pandemic situation. We met online in February and we had 

a few dates, and we were intimate a few times and now, we still talk most 

every day and sometimes multiple times a day or for long periods, but I 

feel like I may be overwhelming lately.  

I've tried backing off some. We are both intuitively in tune with the other 

person and I feel like there is some pulling away. Also, I've let him know 

he has an open invitation to visit me, but he has some serious health 

problems, and he doesn't want to put himself in any possible risky situation 

of infecting himself with the virus.  



I told him I totally agree, yet twice I've asked him to come (I just can't 

help myself). I can't visit him because his apartment complex isn't allowing 

any outsiders. 

 

How can I stop being so obsessed with wanting to see him? I'm afraid of 

offending him or scaring him off. Can you help me with this situation? How 

are other people coping with this? And sometimes we even have a high 

energy or vibrational connection when we talk on the phone, but not over 

the last few days. 

 

Anna Kovach: Before I answer your question, I have to give the short as 

possible overview of the current planetary transits happening during 

summer of 2020, so that the other readers could get the clear image what 

is going on in the sky and possibly recognize their own situations through 

the mirror of astrology. 

 

You have to understand that 2019 and the current, 2020, are coupled with 

concentrated and exceptionally negative planetary energies. The whole of 

this year (2020) we have the gathering of Saturn, Jupiter and Pluto, all 

placed in the sign of Pisces. 

 

This aspect is being activated and shortly deactivated by the transits of the 

faster moving planets, but in general terms, it indicated some sort of a 

war, many economical and governmental crisis, and the total “explosion” of 

something very small (like virus, for instance) due to the repeating 

conjunctions of Jupiter and Pluto, which produced our COVID-19 

“pandemic”. 

 

On the other side, we have transiting planet Uranus placed in Taurus, 

which shows great financial and legal changes which have just started to 



affect the global market, and it will continue to do so, especially during the 

next whole year. 

 

And we also have Neptune placed in the sign of Pisces, which, when 

activated, shows numerous types of viruses and bacteria, as well as an 

inclination toward illegal chemical substances and misuse or over-use of 

legal drugs. 

 

Having in mind that, all of those celestial aspects were activated 

periodically by the faster moving planets, and we had two retrograde 

Mercury and one retrograde Venus period until now, including the 

significant total solar eclipse by the end of June, it’s no wonder how 

everything was working against us. 

 

And, I understand completely how this situation is annoying your love life, 

but you really need to feel grateful and protected regarding your job or 

income, and your health, of course. 

 

However, the general story doesn’t end up here because we will have two 

long and exhausting months of Mars retrograde starting from the 

beginning of September and lasting until the middle of November. And as 

this won’t be enough for us in terms of tension and even aggression, we 

will have retrograde Mercury in October again. 

 

This autumn will look way more dynamic, but I’m afraid that we will have 

to deal with many misunderstandings and yes, perhaps even military 

clashes or social disturbances all over the world. And if this can sound 

comfortable in the end, everything will start to clear out slowly and 

improve around the very end of this year. 

 



Regarding your personal story, I really can’t find any supporting aspect and 

I’m not so irresponsible to tell you that things will improve soon related to 

your connection to this particular man. Right now, be grateful for what you 

have and when you feel frustrated put your focus on some healthy habits, 

exercising or studying many new things you have always wanted to learn 

and do, but you didn’t have enough time until now. 

 

 9. My Pisces guy seems to really like me, but he is still quite 

passive when it comes to pursuing me. I’m really patient, but I 

would like to know if he actually likes me.  

 

Question: My question is if I can get some kind of clarity because I am 

just so confused. He seems to really like me, but seems too shy to talk on 

the phone, he is procrastinating meeting me, and he texts less and less in 

time, and he now goes days without talking to me... But, he always keeps 

my audios when I send them, because they say “kept”. 

 

I’ve told him I am a very patient person, and that I have no problem 

moving at his pace, and love the fact he wants to take things slow. I don’t 

mind that. 

 

I just want to know if he is just stringing me along or not and if he actually 

does like me. I know I may not be the only girl he is talking to. 

 

Anna Kovach: Thank you for this question, because many of my dear 

ladies get confused with the same type of behavior men frequently practice 

on them. And the main question is always revolving about the “is he afraid” 

or “what can I do not to scare him” themes. And without any hesitation, I 

have to give you the answer - no, he is not afraid, and no, there is nothing 

you can do to scare him, except for a few almost “never going to happen” 



situations, for instance, if you would point the weapon at him or the dental 

drill. 

He is acting politely and this is a good thing, but this doesn’t mean that he 

is “into you” because his ACTUAL actions are speaking opposite things. 

Please, become aware of the fact that he is avoiding you and he is 

strategically “downsizing” all of his communication with you. 

 

This doesn’t mean that anything is wrong with you or you should change 

your main traits. Simply let go of your attachment and live your life fully. In 

the case, he is destined to become your “man” he will then start fighting 

for you and you won’t have to move your little finger to attract his 

attention. In all other cases, you are a free woman, there is no need to be 

“patient” for anyone, and since you are available, you should go out and 

start dating the other men. 

  



Conclusion 
 

I hope you had the chance to learn something new when it comes to your 

relationship with your Pisces man, and I sincerely hope that this book will 

help you see many things from a new perspective.   

 

Please understand that this is just the general approach when it comes to 

both of your astrological signs and that a precise reading is necessary for 

estimating the strength and the future of your relationship. 

 

If you want to learn more about some hidden traits of the Pisces men, or if 

you think that your relationship can work out but you are still missing some 

small details, I suggest you order “Pisces man Secrets” on this page and 

find out more about their psychological triggers and inner worlds. 

 

I wish you to find your soul mate and to crown your life with genuine 

happiness and harmony. 

 

Your devoted astrologer and your sister, 

Anna Kovach  

 

  

https://piscesmansecrets.com/?vtid=piscesm_aquariusw_cl


BONUS : Language of Desire 

 

The chance is, you were raised to be an educated, polite and respectful 

girl. 

 

Aaaaand... don't get me wrong, but that might be a massive problem 

for your relationship. 

 

Have you ever watched "Analyze This," the 1999 comedy movie? 

 

There's a scene when Billy Crystal (Dr. Ben Sobel, psychotherapist) talks 

with Robert De Niro (Boss Paul Vitti, his patient): 

 

Dr. Ben Sobel: 

What happened with your wife last night? 

 

Boss Paul Vitti: 

I wasn't with my wife, I was with my girlfriend. 

 

Dr. Ben Sobel: 

Are you having marriage problems? 

 

Boss Paul Vitti: 

No. 

 

Dr. Ben Sobel: 

Then why do you have a girlfriend? 

 

Boss Paul Vitti: 

What, are you gonna start moralizing on me? 

 

Dr. Ben Sobel: 

No, I'm not, I'm just trying to understand, why do you have a girlfriend? 

 

Boss Paul Vitti: 



I do things with her I can't do with my wife. 

 

Dr. Ben Sobel: 

Why can't you do them with your wife? 

 

Boss Paul Vitti: 

Hey, that's the mouth she kisses my kids goodnight with! What are you, 

crazy? 

 

Now, this is just a funny scene from a comedy movie, but...  

 

... if you watched it with your man, I can bet my reputation that he burst 

out laughing because he saw some level of truth in that joke! 

 

And you would be amazed by how many relationships are in the same 

situation. 

 

And the odds are — yours is, too! 

 

No, I'm not saying that your man has a girlfriend, but he at least fantasizes 

about being "wild" with some other, less "nice" woman, exploring his 

sexuality.  

 

How can I be so sure about this?  

 

Because, right now you are failing to properly communicate with 

your man (I'm talking about sexual communication).  

 

That is a fact. 

 

And it's NOT your fault.  

 

Years of programming are standing in your way, preventing you from really 

expressing yourself and helping your man to express himself too. 

 



You are a "good girl," and your man knows that. 

 

Heck, he wanted a "good girl" to settle down with. 

 

However, when it comes to sex life, he's becoming restless. 

 

He wants to try some new things, spice things up a bit. 

 

He wants to feel like a teenage boy again, discovering new things, 

experiencing all the excitement all over again. 

 

And he would like to go on that journey with you, but he knows for sure 

that "you are not that kind of a girl." 

 

The truth is, it's easier for him to go and cheat than to awaken his true 

sexual energy with you. 

 

Why? 

 

Well, that is the place where a well-known social phenomenon kicks in — 

"the good girl complex." 

 

A study by Stanford University reported that the most desirable adjectives 

to describe women were compassionate, warm, cheerful, soft-spoken, and 

loyal — all qualities of a good girl. 

 

And as we know, girls are more emotionally mature and better behaved, 

and hence they take their parents' "please be good" guidance on board 

from an earlier age. 

 

This carries on through all life, to the very end. 

 

And there is nothing wrong with that. 

 



The majority of men are looking for that kind of "ideal" woman to have by 

their side. 

 

The problem is that they are hesitant to show their real sexual side to a 

"good girl" and get judged or even abandoned. 

 

Nobody wants to be seen as a freak or pervert, especially not by the 

person they share a bed with! 

 

So, instead of trying to "transform" a "good girl" into a woman who could 

bring them real joy and pleasure, they decide to search for a "side 

woman." 

 

Luckily for us, this is something that can't be fixed! 

 

But it requires some action from you. 

 

You must make it your mission to learn how to show your man that even 

though you are a "good girl," you are still a highly sexual being. 

 

And, by doing this, you will help him reach and demonstrate his full 

sexual potential. 

 

Because at this very moment, the chances are that both of you would like 

to change or try the same things in the bedroom, except he imagines it 

with another woman. 

 

So, what can you do about it? 

 

Frankly, it's quite simple, really. 

 

There is a proven, developed system in place that will take you and 

your sexual communication to a whole new level almost 

overnight. 

 



And the best part — it's a lot of fun! 

 

Do you have any idea what it could be? 

 

I will show it to you right now. 

 

SEXUAL COMMUNICATION - TIP: 

Never underestimate the power of physical sensation! 

Yes, sexual communication is essential, but once you get the right insight, 

you need to be ready to take action. To take the initiative. 

Everything will fall apart if you leave it only at words. 

 

Did you have a chance to think about the most natural, direct, and fun way 

to bring healthy sexual communication to your relationship? 

 

No? 

 

Don't worry, you will understand everything in the next couple of minutes. 

 

For me, everything started with a simple text message: 

 

"I need to meet you for coffee." 

 

It was for my old high school friend, Emma. 

 

Back then, that was a secret code for my close friends that actually meant 

they needed some urgent advice about a relationship and love life. 

 

So, not knowing how significant of an impact it would have on my future 

work and my personal love life, I sat down with Emma for a cup of strong, 

black coffee. 

 

Anyway, all the fuss was about her fiancée Nathan getting more and more 

distant every day. And she didn't have a clue what was going on. 

 



We went back and forth for over an hour, trying together to figure out why 

her relationship was failing. 

 

Naturally, as it's a crucial part of every thriving relationship, we touched on 

the subject of their sex life and how often they are intimate. 

 

"Well, maybe once a month, twice if it's some special occasion," Emma 

confessed to me with a nervous smile. 

 

"But that is ok," she continued, "you know, Nathan has had a low sex-drive 

for the past few months, with all the work and stress that he's going 

through right now, you know..." 

 

I suggested to Emma that the root cause of the problem and the actual 

reason why Nathan was drifting away might lay right there — in 

suppressed sexual energy, that is explained to her as "low libido." 

 

"Sorry, but I have to disagree with you," Emma was persistent, "my 

Nathan is not like that." 

 

Then she went on and on, reassuring me that they are a perfect match in 

bed, how great the chemistry has been since the beginning and how well 

they know each other. 

 

So, I didn't force it any further. 

 

Unfortunately, as you already know, I wasn’t convinced by her arguments. 

 

As it turned out, Nathan had been suppressing his sexual energy, dreaming 

about having an adventure with another woman, while his frustration grew 

until the day he left Emma for good. 

 

It's no secret that I felt partially responsible for Emma's break up. 

 

So, I decided to investigate what was really going on in the man's mind. 



 

Why is it so hard for them to communicate their wishes and fantasies to 

their girlfriends and wives!? 

 

Then, after countless hours of research, besides discovering the complexity 

of "the good girl complex" and "the Madonna-Whore complex," I stumbled 

upon the solution! 

 

And it was there all the time. 

 

What is more, you’ve already heard about it by its popular name many 

times before — just didn't know its power! 

 

So here it is: 

 

The most powerful way to sexually communicate, build long-lasting 

connections and increase intimacy to a sky-high level with your partner is 

Dirty Talk. 

 

Yes — Dirty Talk. 

 

Simple as that. 

 

No joke. 

 

Countless studies have confirmed the benefits of dirty talk in 

relationships. 

 

Go ahead, if you don't believe me, go and Google it. 

 

However, before you go wild and start memorizing all kinds of stupid 

phrases and text messages, I must warn you. 

 

It doesn't work like that. 

 



Dirty Talk is a process that consists of: 

 

1. Discovering and learning about your sexuality, wishes and 

fantasies 

 

2. Finding "the line" or, in other words, testing the boundaries - yours 

and his 

 

3. Developing a Dirty Talk style that is unique to you — it's actually a 

buried part of your identity. 

 

4. Exploiting Dirty Talk techniques to their maximum and seeing with 

your own eyes how your sexual communication explodes! 

 

5. And, get your well-deserved reward — enjoy and live in a 

relationship that is hard to imagine at this point. 

 

Now, there is a much more to it, and these five steps are just a simplified 

version for you to get a picture of how complex Dirty Talk is. 

 

Luckily for us, there is a proven shortcut, and it's called the "Language 

of Desire" by Felicity Keith. 

 

You see, Felicity had a similar experience, having problems with expressing 

herself sexually and finally catching her husband watching porn AFTER 

having unfulfilling sex with her. 

 

Anyway, she went a step further, creating the ultimate guide. "Language of 

Desire" which will clear all doubts and fears while giving straight, down to 

earth instruction at the same time. 

 

Now, I feel obligated to tell you that this is NOT a free program, and it's 

NOT for everyone. 

 



However, keeping in mind all the benefits I got from it, I personally found 

its price tag a reasonable investment. 

 

It's one of those things that you invest in once in a lifetime, so the price 

shouldn't be the problem. 

 

So, I invite you to go ahead and try it for yourself. Here’s the link to 

her full story: "Language of Desire" by Felicity Keith 

 

I still remember the day when I bought the “Language of Desire” for 

myself, all that excitement and anticipation. 

 

Anyway, the moment I got my hands on this program, I literally ran 

through it all in one breath. 

 

I would NOT recommend doing that. 

 

The better approach is to digest it chapter by chapter. That is the only 

way to really absorb all the goodies that this program can offer you. 

 

As you probably noticed by now, this program comes in two variations - 

PDF format and Online Course format. 

 

My personal favorite and my honest recommendation is to take the Online 

Course format. 

 

It's designed to take you through the complete course step-by-step, 

giving you enough time to digest everything. 

 

And you will be more willing to apply yourself to worksheets if you take it 

piece by piece — which is crucial for real success. 

 

For instance, I almost skipped this part when I ran through the PDF for the 

first time (let me show screenshot of the part of the first chapter…):  

 

https://annakovachpartners.com/language-of-desire-piscesm_aquariusw/


 
 

... and yet, it is crucial, especially if you are a newbie to sexual 

communication.  

 

However, I immediately fell in love with the "Sexploration Quiz": 

 

 
 

You see, I truly believe that for something to be substantial it needs to 

have a strong foundation. 

 

And there is no better way to build a rock-solid foundation than by 

learning the truth about yourself. 

 

And it's a lot of fun. 

 

Anyway, I don't want to ruin your exploration with any more spoilers — 

discovery is the part of this experience. 

 

And if you, by some chance, didn't get access to "Language of Desire" yet, 

now is the right moment to do it. 



 

I can't stress enough how beneficial this program will be for you and your 

relationship. 

 

The only way to understand its real power is to try it for yourself. 

 

No way around that. 

 

If you wait too long, the moment will pass. 

 

You will get caught in everyday routines, and this unique opportunity will 

be missed. 

 

Don't let that happen. 

 

Sexual communication is an essential part of any healthy, 

successful relationship.  

 

Without it, your relationship future is uncertain. 

 

Grab your copy of "Language of Desire" here and now. 

 

Feel free to thank me later. 

  

60 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE! 

I almost forgot to tell you – you are covered with a “no-questions-asked” 

60 day money-back guarantee. That means if you, for any reason, don’t 

find Felicity’s guide beneficial or suitable for your situation, just ask Felicity 

for a refund. All in all, this is a truly risk-free investment! 

PLUS, nobody will know that you ordered this program. On your credit 

card statement, you will only see “CLKBANK*COM” – nothing else. So, 

there is nothing to worry about, your secret to a fantastic relationship is 

safe. 

 

https://annakovachpartners.com/language-of-desire-piscesm_aquariusw/


READY TO LEARN EVEN MORE 
ABOUT YOUR PISCES MAN?

WWW.ANNAKOVACH.COM

(valued at $229.85)

YOURS FOR $37You will get:

Pisces Sextrology

Pisces man secrets

How to text a Pisces man

How to get a Pisces man back

25 Surprises To Delight Your Pisces Man

PISCES MAN SECRETS bundle

buy bundle

https://piscesmansecrets.com/?vtid=piscesm_aquariusw_bl
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